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ABSTRACT 
 
TARGETED DESIGN OF CO-CONTINUOUS  
NANOSTRUCTURES IN COPOLYMERS 
 
FEBRUARY 2019 
DI ZENG, B.S., SICHUAN UNIVERSITY 
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
PH.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
 
Directed by Professor Ryan C. Hayward 
 
Microphase separated copolymers with nano-scale morphologies are 
critically important in designing next generation materials. Cocontinuous 
nanoscale structures, in which domains of multiple different phases each 
simultaneously percolate in three dimensions, provide opportunities to 
synergistically combine properties of the constituent polymers in a wide variety of 
contexts. While cocontinuous nanostructures are fabricated through equilibrium 
self-assembly of block or graft copolymers and kinetically trapped phase 
separation of polymer blends or crosslinked copolymer networks, their formation 
is highly sensitive to changes in chemical details, synthesis and/or processing 
conditions, bringing practical challenges to generalization to multiple systems. 
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 In this dissertation, we focus on transforming the design of cocontinuous 
morphologies from complicated protocols to general and robust principles by pre-
designing telechelic polymers with well-defined end functionality, molecular 
weight and polydispersity. Relying on end-linking of telechelic polystyrene (PS) 
and poly (D,L - Lactide) (PLA) with a multi-functional crosslinker, randomly end-
linked copolymer networks (RECNs) are synthesized and thoroughly 
characterized. Particularly, for the first time we are able to map the phase 
diagram of symmetric (Mn, A ≈ Mn, B) RECNs, highlighting the critical microphase 
separation transition (6 < (χN)critical < 12), above which disordered cocontinuous 
nanostructures span over 30 vol% and morphologies with dispersed domains 
reside on either side. The critical impacts of chemical parameters (strand length 
Mn, strand asymmetry, strand dispersity Đ, junction functionality) are further 
evaluated to influence the microphase separated structures. While maintaining 
cocontinuity, uniaxial stretching of PS/PLA RECNs above the glass transition 
temperatures introduces controlled orientation through a two-step process 
(domain stretching and domain rotation), which is found to provide substantial 
improvements in yield strength, toughness, and stiffness for bulk materials at 
room temperature. Nanoporous materials with interconnected porous structures 
are then fabricated by selective removal of the easily degradable PLA domains. 
Lastly, linear and branched multi-block copolymers (MBCs) with various 
block length are fabricated using step polymerization of telechelic PS and PLA. In 
addition to their ability to form cocontinuous morphologies within microphase 
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separated and non-crosslinked MBCs, their solubility is dramatically improved in 
comparison to crosslinked copolymers.     
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
1.1 Fundamentals of Polymer Phase Separation 
Polymer based materials have been extensively studied in the past 
decades, covering a wide range of applications, including aerospace, automotive, 
medical and packaging.[1] The nanostructure of a materials is critically important 
to its macroscopic properties, and therefore determining the potential 
applications in various environments. Combining different polymeric components 
into a composite provides a way to integrate multiple properties into a single 
material. For a two-component linear polymers mixture, the free energy change 
upon mixing ∆G is given by Flory - Huggins theory,[2,3]  
∆𝐺
𝑘𝐵𝑇
=
𝜑𝐴
𝑁𝐴
𝑙𝑛𝜑𝐴 +
𝜑𝐵
𝑁𝐵
𝑙𝑛𝜑𝐵 + 𝜒𝜑𝐴𝜑𝐵 
with kB representing the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, NA and NB the 
degree of polymerization, φA and φB the volume fraction and χ Flory-Huggins 
segment-segment interaction parameter. On the right of this equation, the first 
two terms reflect the entropy of mixing, while χ in the last term indicates the 
enthalpy of mixing. 
1.2 Co-continuous Morphologies in Binary Copolymers 
Physically blending two linear polymers usually serves as the easiest 
method to achieve phase separation in a binary system; however, phase 
separation usually results in two macroscopically separated phases at 
2 
 
equilibrium. In many cases, understanding and controlling much smaller 
structures (nano, or micro scale) are required in order to tune the material 
properties.[4] 
 
 
Figure 1. Theoretical phase diagram of diblock copolymers. Reproduced from 
reference [5,6].  
Copolymers formed by covalently linking A and B chains have been 
intensively studied because of their ability to microphase separate into a variety 
of structures on the scale of tens to hundreds of nanometers. As seen in the 
phase diagram of diblock copolymers in Figure 1, morphologies, including 
spherical, cylindrical, lamellar, and gyroid, are accessible when varying the 
compositions.[5] Among those morphologies, the co-continuous double gyroid 
phase, in which both phases simultaneously percolate in three dimensions 
through the materials, provides particular interesting opportunities to 
synergistically combine properties of the constituent materials in a wide variety of 
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contexts, ranging from mass transportation, separations, catalysis, sensing, and 
energy storage.[7–13] 
Although gyroid phase has been widely investigated, it typically only 
occupies only a narrow region.[14] An alternative approach to achieve co-
continuous nanostructures relies on the microphase separation of crosslinked 
copolymers, where the presence of crosslinks quenches the phase separation. 
This tends to frustrate the formation of ordered structures and generate co-
continuous morphology. Examples include, but are not limited to, amphiphilic 
polymer conetworks (APCNs)[15], interpenetrating networks (IPNs)[16], and 
polymerization induced phase separation (PIPS)[17]. APCNs can be defined as 
two-component networks of covalently interconnected hydrophilic/hydrophobic 
phases of co-continuous morphology.[18–23] Although continuity of the two 
phases has been discussed and demonstrated through swelling of the networks 
in both water and organic solvent, this method leaves some ambiguity, since 
minority domains can potentially rearrange and become continuous in the 
presence of a good solvent. Therefore, this swelling method doesn’t necessarily 
prove continuity in dry state. Similarly, in many cases, disordered co-continuous 
morphologies are also observed in IPNs formed by, either simultaneously 
growing two crosslinked networks, or sequentially crosslinking the second in the 
first network swelled by monomers and crosslinkers.[24–28] Notably, this method 
typically requires precise control of the growth kinetics to achieve the desired co-
continuous morphology. A variety of morphologies, including dispersed domains 
of one phase in another continuous matrix, or co-continuous structures, have 
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also been studied in PIPS, and they are generally sensitive to reaction and 
processing conditions.[29–32] In addition, simultaneous crosslinking and 
polymerization lead to poorly defined network structures, making it hard to predict 
and design the desired morphology. 
In summary, although equilibrium and non-equilibrium co-continuous 
structures can be fabricated using a variety of copolymers architectures, 
limitations remain with respect to the robustness and generality of these methods. 
Firstly, the relative kinetics of phase separation and polymerization/crosslinking 
results in the competition between micro and macro phase separation, thus 
making the structures highly sensitive to the system itself and the reaction 
conditions. Second, the lack of well-defined strand parameters, i.e. molecular 
weight and polydispersity, makes it difficult to design a generalized method to 
fabricate co-continuous structures. In contrast to the phase behavior of diblock 
copolymers, where well designed structures are experimentally predictable, 
those crosslinked networks unfortunately suffer from greater difficulty in targeting 
desired nanostructures. 
1.3 Randomly End-linked Copolymer Networks (RECNs) 
1.3.1 Definition 
As illustrated in Figure 2, randomly end-linked copolymer networks 
(RECNs) represent a class of crosslinked copolymer networks with well-defined 
architectures, which provide a simple, robust and general pathway to co-
continuous nanostructured materials. Specifically, starting from well 
characterized linear telechelic polymers dissolved in non-selective solvent, the 
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chains are first end-linked with a multi-functional crosslinker, and microphase 
separation to a structure with characteristic size d is subsequently induced by 
removing the solvent. Due to the presence of solvent during crosslinking, 
screening of unfavorable interactions between the polymers by the non-selective 
solvent decreases the effective interaction parameter χeff in solution, ideally 
below that needed to drive phase separation. For concentrated solutions, χeff is 
reduced to χeff = χφ, where χ is the Flory-Huggins parameter in the melt and φ is 
the volume fraction of polymers in solution, according to the mean field theory.[33] 
Further reduction of χeff in a semidilute solution is predicted, because the swelling 
of polymer chains changes their conformation and spatial correlations,[34] and 
the scaling of χeff = χφβ with β = 1.3 - 1.6 is anticipated by Fredrickson and 
Leibler[35], and by Lodge and coworkers.[36,37] Thus, we expect that the 
removal of solvent will lead to a significant increase of χeff, thereby driving 
microphase separation within the networks.  
Importantly, RECNs combine the advantages of block copolymer (well-
defined strand parameters) and crosslinked networks (frustrated phase 
separation favoring co-continuous structures), therefore serving as an ideal 
platform to fabricate co-continuous nanostructures with high robustness and 
generality. Given the well-defined telechelic polymers and reasonably simple 
network structures, we provide a fundamental understanding of the microphase 
separation behavior of RECNs, transforming the design of co-continuous 
morphologies from complicated protocols to general and robust principles. 
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Figure 2. Schematic depiction of the preparation of RECNs by end-linking 
telechelic polymers in a good solvent, followed by solvent removal. 
1.3.2 Previous Studies 
Theoretical studies on RECNs were first conducted by de Gennes,[38] 
who predicted the critical point of microphase separation transition (MST) at 
χc(NA + NB) = 13.6 for a symmetric binary RECNs, where N is strand length. The 
structure factor was also calculated to evolve as S(q*) ~ (χ – χc)−1, where q* 
(corresponds to the peak position in a scattering experiment) scales with N0.5. 
Experimentally, Briber and Bauer[39] have investigated RECNs of deuterated 
polystyrene (dPS) and poly(vinyl methyl ether)(PVME), and found the variation of 
q* ~ N0.5 and S(q*) ~ χ-1, in agreement with prediction of de Gennes’ work. 
However, de Gennes predicted the zero-scattering intensity at q = 0, and it is 
clear from the experiment that non-zero scattering exists in this network. It was 
then explained by Benmouna and co-workers[40] that the discrepancy arises 
from the absence of concentration fluctuations in random phase approximation. 
Indeed, concentration fluctuations exist in most random systems prior to 
crosslinking, and thus produces zero scattering. McLeish and co-workers have 
then calculated that S(q*) diverges as (χ – χc)−2 near the MST, a prediction that 
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has been supported by simulations[41,42], and they have also calculated a 
higher critical point with χc(NA + NB) = 19.2.   
Most recently, several experiments have developed this type of ideal 
network architectures, including polyethylene oxide (PEO)/polydimethylsiloxane 
(PDMS)[43,44] and polyisobutylene (PIB)/PEO.[45] The morphologies have been 
assigned as disordered co-continuous nanostructures by transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) or swelling measurements in both water and organic solvents, 
while no further direct evidence has confirmed the co-continuity.[43–46] Our 
group in collaboration with the Tew group, has considered RECNs formed by 
end-linking telechelic polystyrene (PS) and PEO with a tetra-functional 
crosslinker using thiol-ene chemistry. Li ions were incorporated to frustrate the 
crystallization of PEO phases and provide a pathway to study the continuity of 
PEO.[47] Measurements of the elastic modulus of above the Tg of PEO but 
below that of PS provided evidence on the continuity of PS. It was found that the 
co-continuous window spans over a large composition window, from 0.30 to 0.65 
in volume fraction.  
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Chapter 2 
 INTERCONNECTED NANOPOROUS MATERIALS FROM RECNS* 
* Reprinted with permission from [Macromolecules 2017, 50, 4668−4676]. 
2.1 Introduction 
Interconnected porous structures where both the matrix and the pores 
form three-dimensionally (3D) percolating networks are beneficial, because the 
matrix provides mechanical robustness, while the highly interconnected pores 
facilitate mass transport and provide large surface areas and porosities, without 
the need to obtain a high degree of global alignment as generally required for 
materials with cylindrical pores.[48] Routes to generate polymeric membranes 
with continuous pore structures can broadly be divided into two approaches: 
equilibrium self-assembly and kinetically trapped phase separation. With regards 
to equilibrium routes, the self-assembly of diblock copolymers into double gyroid 
nanostructures, followed by selective etching of the minority domain, represents 
an attractive route to porous monoliths with percolating pores of precisely defined 
sizes.[48–52] However, as this structure is formed only over a narrow range of 
polymer composition (~ 5 vol%),[5] precisely controlled synthesis and processing 
conditions are generally required. To kinetically trap bicontinuous structures in 
systems undergoing phase separation, a wide variety of methods have been 
employed, including phase inversion techniques widely used to make commercial 
filtration membranes,[12]  solvent[53,54] or crystallization[55] induced phase 
separation, sol-gel processes,[56] and crosslinking during melt mixing.[57] 
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Recently, polymerization induced phase separation (PIPS) of mixtures including 
a degradable polymer has been established as a facile route to interconnected 
porous materials with well-controlled pore sizes.[58,59] However, as in all 
examples of kinetically-trapped structures, fine control over the relative rates of 
phase separation and structural arrest is generally required to obtain the desired 
structure.  
As discussed in Chapter 1, crosslinked copolymer networks containing 
two or more immiscible network strands, including amphiphilic polymer 
conetworks (APCNs),[15] interpenetrating networks (IPNs),[16] and networks 
formed by PIPS[17] are well known to microphase separate into co-continuous 
structures under appropriate conditions.[19,24,58–61] However, in many cases, 
the lack of well-controlled strand molecular weights and the sensitivity of network 
structure to the reaction conditions make it difficult to determine a priori where 
co-continuous structures will be found. In this regard, randomly end-linked 
copolymer networks (RECNs) formed by reaction of telechelic linear polymer 
chains with multi-functional crosslinkers in a good solvent for all components, 
present a particularly interesting class of materials, since they provide 
comparatively well-controlled network parameters such as strand stoichiometry 
and length.[44,47] For example, Walker, et al.[47] recently showed that, following 
solvent removal, RECNs of PS/PEO undergo microphase separation into 
disordered co-continuous morphologies over a wide range of network 
compositions (spanning > 30% by volume), thus providing a simple and robust 
means to achieve this desirable morphology. Despite these advantages, however, 
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this approach has not yet been applied to generate nanoporous polymeric 
materials. 
 In this chapter, we demonstrate that interconnected porous materials 
based on RECNs can be formed from PS and the degradable polymer poly(D, L-
lactide) (PLA). We find that the bicontinuous window spans over 30 vol% for 
samples with strand number average molecular weights Mn of 11 and 10 kg/mol, 
respectively, for PS and PLA, and that by selectively etching the PLA phase, 
free-standing materials with highly interconnected pores can be generated. 
Further experiments show that pore sizes can be tuned simply by adjusting the 
designed molecular weight of precursors, in reasonable agreement with the 
scaling relationship d ~ Mn0.5 predicted by De Gennes for randomly crosslinked 
blends.[38]  
2.2 Materials and Methods 
2.2.1 Fabrication of Nanoporous PS monoliths 
Our approach to form RECNs relies on urethane end-linking chemistry 
using two different dihydroxyl-terminated polymers homogeneously mixed in 
solution along with a tetra-isocyanate small molecule crosslinker (Figure 3). We 
chose PS and PLA as a model system to study the formation of interconnected 
porous materials for a number of reasons. The driving force for segregation 
between PS and PLA in the absence of solvent is reasonably high, 
corresponding to a Flory-Huggins parameter (χ) of about 0.2 at 20 °C,[62] thus 
enabling microphase separation for fairly low molecular weights, and therefore 
access to small pore sizes. Furthermore, PLA is non-crystalline and can easily be 
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selectively etched under basic conditions (pH > 7), while PS provides a high 
modulus structural phase. 
 
Figure 3. Schematic depiction of the preparation of interconnected porous 
samples from hydroxyl end-functionalized precursor polymers. 
 
Figure 4. (a) GPC chromatograms for PS-diol strands. (b) Molecular weights of 
PLA as characterized by NMR using peaks at 4.29 ppm (a, 4H, -COO-CH2-), 
4.37 ppm (b, 2H, HO-CH(CH3)-COO-), and 5.2 ppm (c, nH, -COO-CH(CH3)-
COO-). Mn was calculated by end-group analysis to be 5.5 kg/mol, 9.9 kg/mol 
and 33.8 kg/mol, respectively. 
Dihydroxyl-terminated PS and PLA, tetraisocyanatosilane, methanol and 
anhydrous tetrahydrofuran were purchased from Polymer Source, Advanced 
Polymer Materials, Gelest, Fisher Scientific, and Sigma Aldrich, respectively, and 
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used without further purification. Functionalities of PS and PLA provided by the 
suppliers are 1.9 and 2.0, respectively. 
In this chapter, we focus on RECNs that are nearly symmetric with 
regards to strand molecular weight, in particular three different systems with 
respective Mn values for PS and PLA of 6 and 5 kg/mol, 11 and 10 kg/mol, or 33 
and 34 kg/mol. PS and PLA are dissolved in tetrahydrofuran (THF) in a nitrogen-
filled glove bag to a total polymer concentration of 30 wt% (or 15 wt% in the case 
of 33 kg/mol PS and 34 kg/mol PLA, as 30 wt% solutions of these polymers 
undergo phase separation), followed by addition of tetraisocyanatosilane with 
NCO/OH = 1.4. This modest excess of isocyanate groups is selected as it gives 
networks with gel fractions typically > 95 wt% (though only > 90 wt% for the 33 
kg/mol PS and 34 kg/mol PLA system), compared to values of less than 80 wt% 
for NCO/OH = 1.0 or 1.2, presumably a fraction of the isocyanate groups react 
with water, thereby lowering the effective functionality of the crosslinkers. The gel 
was dried under N2 flow for 1 d and then immersed into THF for 1 d to extract the 
sol portion, followed by drying under N2 flow for 1 d and in a vacuum chamber for 
1 d. The dry sample was then immersed in a 2 M solution of NaOH in 
water/methanol (6/4, v/v) for a defined length of time to selectively remove PLA 
domains, followed by washing with water/methanol (6/4, v/v) at least three times. 
The sample was finally dried under reduced pressure for 1 d. 
Samples are named following the convention SMPSLMPLA - X, where the 
subscripts refer to the molecular weights of the respective strands and X 
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represents the percentage by weight of PLA initially present in solution prior to 
end-linking. 
2.2.2 Characterization 
1H NMR spectra were measured at 500 MHz using a Bruker 500 Ascend 
spectrometer and chloroform-d as the solvent. Gel permeation chromatography 
(GPC) was performed using an Agilent 1260 series system. THF was used as 
the eluent at a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 
measurements were conducted using a TA Instruments DSC Q200 and samples 
were analyzed under a heating rate of 5 oC/min under a flow of nitrogen (50 
mL/min). Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was measured using 
PerkinElmer Spectrum 100. Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements 
were performed using GANESHA 300 XL SAXS and samples were prepared with 
thickness around 2 mm. For transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis, 
ultra-thin sections were cut on a Leica Ultracut UCT microtome operating at -70 
oC, stained with RuO4 for 10 min, and imaged using a JEOL 2000FX operating at 
an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
measurements were conducted using a Magellan 400 FESEM in immersion 
mode. Samples were coated with 1 nm of Au using a Cressington Sputter Coater 
108. For N2 adsorption isotherm analysis, a sample tube was filled with dried 
sample (40–70 mg) and thoroughly dried in vacuum at 60 °C for 1 d and then was 
measured with Micromeritics Tristar II at 77.3 K. A thin porous sample for TEM 
tomography was prepared using a Leica Ultracut UCT cryo-ultramicrotome at -70 
oC. A drop of basic solution (2 M solution of NaOH in water/methanol) was placed 
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on the TEM grid to remove PLA, followed by washing with water/methanol. A tilt 
series from - 60º to + 60º at 1º intervals was collected using a JEOL-2200FS 
EFTEM transmission electron microscope operated at 200 kV. To increase 
contrast, zero-loss filtering was applied employing a slit aperture of ΔE = 20 eV 
after the energy filter. Reconstructions were performed using etomo part of the 
IMOD software[63] applying simple back projection algorithm. Volume rendering 
was done using UCSF Chimera[64] through applying a 3D Gaussian filter and 
choosing a threshold to delineate pores from PS walls by matching the porosity 
to the value measured by N2 adsorption. ImageJ was used for flood filling 
analysis, porosity and pore size distribution calculation (using the bonej 
plugin[65]). 
2.3 Results and Discussion 
2.3.1 Interconnected Nanoporous PS 
We first characterize the formation of interconnected nanoporous 
materials from RECNs consisting of 11 kg/mol PS and 10 kg/mol PLA. The 
extent of removal of PLA domains is studied by gravimetry, Fourier transform 
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), as 
shown in Figure 6a-c for sample S11kL10k-55. Gravimetry shows that the weight 
loss reaches 0.55, equal to the feeding ratio of PLA in the network, within ~ 1 d of 
etching, and remains subsequently unchanged even after 16 d, suggesting that 
the PLA component is removed quantitatively. Compared with the PS/PLA 
networks (black lines), the complete disappearance of both the –C=O stretching 
peak from the ester group in PLA (1751 cm-1) from the FTIR spectrum (Figure 6b) 
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and the PLA glass transition at 38 oC from the DSC curves (Figure 6c) for PS 
porous monoliths (red lines) further support the complete removal of PLA.  
 
Figure 5. (a) A photograph of a PS/PLA RECN (S11kL10k – 55) showing slight 
cloudiness likely due to the trapped concentration fluctuations. (b) A photograph 
of a porous PS monolith prepared by etching a PS/PLA RECN (S11kL10k – 55) 
 
Figure 6. Characterization of sample S11kL10k-55. (a) Weight loss against time 
when immersed in a 2 M solution of NaOH in water/methanol (6/4, v/v); (b) 
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) measurements before (black) and 
after (red) etching; (c) differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements of 
S11kL10k-55 before (black) and after (red) etching, and pure PLA network (blue). 
The structures of the network are investigated by small-angle X-ray 
scattering (SAXS). As seen in Figure 7a, S11kL10k-55 shows a clear and broad 
scattering peak at q* = 0.20 nm-1, corresponding to d-spacing = 2π/q* = 31 nm, 
consistent with a disordered microphase separated structure. Specifically, the d-
spacing we are referring here and in the following chapters is the average 
characteristic length corresponding to the primary scattering peak in SAXS. As 
for a disordered morphology, it is a somewhat ambiguous to correlate the-real 
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space domain size to scattering characteristic length, due to the irregular 
structures and broad distribution of domain size. In fact, in this thesis we are 
going to use TEM tomogram to better understand how is the average domain 
thickness related to d-spacing (see details on Page 20). Notably, similar SAXS 
patterns are obtained when samples are prepared under different conditions (i.e., 
with the network formed at an elevated temperature to increase the end-linking 
kinetics, or as a thin film to increase the rate of solvent evaporation), suggesting 
that this method is not highly sensitive to the kinetics of reaction or solvent 
evaporation, as shown in Figure 8. 
 
Figure 7. (a) small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) characterization before (black) 
and after (red) etching; (b) scanning electron microscope (SEM) characterization, 
1 nm of Au was coated before imaging; (c) Nitrogen adsorption isotherm at 77.3 
K. 
After extracting PLA phases, the corresponding porous monolith exhibits a 
scattering peak with the same shape and d-spacing, suggesting that the 
characteristic structure has not changed; however, the scattering intensity is 
increased due to the greater contrast in electron density between PS and 
vacuum, compared to that between PS and PLA. This increased contrast also 
makes it possible to detect a weak higher order peak centered at 0.60 nm-1, 
corresponding to 3q*. The presence of such weak secondary reflections has also 
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been noted in many other disordered co-continuous structures[58,66–69], 
including from similar end-linked networks.[47] Although the origin of these 
higher order peaks is still not fully understood, within late stage spinodal 
structures they have been interpreted in terms of the structure factor defined by 
locally ordered regions,[67,68] or as a signature of the negative Gaussian 
curvature interfaces.[69] In the high q region, the intensity decrease 
corresponding to q-4 for porous monoliths, indicating the sharp interfaces 
between PS matrix and pores.[67]. Interestingly, the porous material is also 
soluble in THF, indicating that degradation of PLA is sufficient in this case to 
reduce the crosslink density below the gel point. Unfortunately, as the current 
materials are composed of modest molecular weight polystyrene, they are fairly 
brittle, making it difficult to determine their mechanical properties. 
 
Figure 8. SAXS patterns of S11kL10k – 55 samples prepared under different 
conditions: a bulk monolithic sample of ~ 5 mm dimensions end-linked at 25 oC 
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(black), corresponding to the conditions used elsewhere in the manuscript, a bulk 
monolithic sample end-linked at 60 oC (red), which yields a roughly 8-fold 
increase in the rate of end-linking based on an activation energy of ~ 50 kJ/mol 
for formation of  urethane linkages,1 and a sample end-linked at 25 oC and 
prepared as a ~ 0.5 mm thick film (blue), which is expected to increase the rate 
of solvent evaporation by ~ 100-fold, assuming that mass transport is diffusion 
limited (but at least ~ 10-fold, even in the case of a desorption-limited process). 
All three samples show similar scattering patterns with nearly identical peak 
locations, indicating that the structure is not highly sensitive to kinetics effects. 
The pore size distribution is next studied by a nitrogen adsorption isotherm 
measurement, as shown in Figure 7c. Based on Barrett-Joyner-Halenda 
(BJH)[70] analysis, the average pore size is 20 nm. The pore volume is 
calculated to be 0.55 cm3/g by the nitrogen uptake at P/P0 = 0.95, which is 
somewhat smaller than the ideal value of 0.98 cm3/g based on respective 
densities for PS and PLA of 1.05 cm3/g and 1.25 cm3/g. We suspect that this 
difference reflects the collapse of micropores within the PS walls generated by 
etching of PLA chains ‘trapped’ within the PS phase, or perhaps the influences of 
cracks in the monolith formed during solvent evaporation. The surface area is 
calculated by Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) analysis[71] to be 134 m2/g, 
comparable to other porous materials with similar pore size and porosity.[72] The 
morphology of the porous monolith is further characterized by scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM), as shown in Figure 7b. The PS phase is clearly well 
percolated, but is penetrated by an interconnected and disordered network of 
pores, with a characteristic spacing of ~ 30 nm, in agreement with the SAXS 
measurement.  
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Figure 9. (a) TEM tomographic reconstruction of the porous sample with the PS 
matrix shown in dark colors. (b) The same reconstruction following 3D flood filling 
of interconnected pores, with the unfilled (disconnected porous) portions shown 
in dark colors. (c) Size distributions of pore (left image and red bars) and matrix 
(right image and green bars) domains calculated by finding the diameter of the 
largest sphere that fits within the respective domain at each point in the 
tomogram. 
Transmission electron microscope (TEM) tomography is used to provide a 
more detailed characterization of the nanoporous structure, as shown in Figure 
9a. In performing the reconstruction, the threshold between pores (bright) and PS 
walls (dark) is chosen to match the porosity measured by N2 adsorption. The 
tomogram reveals a disordered morphology with a well-defined length scale 
similar to 30 nm, and a high degree of interconnectivity between both PS and 
porous phases. By applying 3D flood filling analysis, we identify that less than 
0.5 % by volume of the pores are not connected to the percolating porous region 
within the reconstruction volume, as shown in Figure 9b. Since these regions are 
located almost exclusively along the boundaries, it is likely that they are indeed 
connected to the percolating pore network through connections outside of the 
reconstruction volume. The complete removal of the PLA phase and the 
interconnecting pore structure, along with the PS phase maintaining its structural 
integrity, clearly indicates that this randomly end-linked network is co-continuous 
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with both phases percolating in 3D. As seen in Figure 9c, we further characterize 
the distribution of domain sizes from the tomogram by calculating the diameter of 
the largest sphere at each point that fits completely within the domain and 
contains the point.[65] From this analysis, the average sizes of pore and matrix 
phases are determined to be 13.5 and 16.8 nm, respectively. Interestingly, the 
total average domain thickness (30 nm) is in good agreement with d-spacing (31 
nm) characterized from SAXS, suggesting that the domain thickness obtained 
from sphere fitting at some level captures the characteristic length measured by 
scattering. 
2.3.2 Wide Co-continuous Window 
To determine the composition window over which co-continuous 
structures can be formed in PS-PLA RECNs, we consider S11kL10k networks 
prepared using a variety of composition, expressed in terms of the weight fraction 
of the constituent polymers. As seen in Figure 11a, ωPLA is varied from 0.31 to 
0.85, corresponding to volume fractions φPLA of 0.27 to 0.83. SAXS 
measurements reveal a similar scattering pattern in all cases, i.e., a broad 
scattering peak with a d-spacing of 30 - 31 nm (Figure 10), indicating disordered 
microphase separated morphologies over the full range of composition. 
Unfortunately, these scattering patterns do not provide any clear evidence as to 
the co-continuity of the samples. 
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Figure 10. SAXS patterns for samples of S11kL10k with different compositions. 
 
Figure 11. (a) Gravimetric results of S11kL10k samples. Images are taken for 
sample S11kL10k-51 and S11kL10k-80 after PLA are etched; (b) Porosities 
calculated from N2 adsorption isotherm measurements for samples prepared 
from S11kL10k networks with different compositions. Increasing the PLA content 
ωPLA = 0.46 to 0.70 yields a linear increase in porosity from 0.40 cm3/g to 1.05 
cm3/g as a function of ωPLA/(1 - ωPLA), indicating that the monoliths have similar 
interconnected pore structures, while the lower porosity at ωPLA = 0.75 suggests 
partial pore collapse. (c) SAXS characterization of S11kL10k-46, S11kL10k-70 and 
S11kL10k-75. 
Thus, we instead turn to a combination of gravimetry, porosimetry, FTIR, 
and SAXS measurements to unambiguously determine percolation of both 
phases. The gravimetric data, plotted as the mass loss after etching Δm 
normalized by the initial sample mass m0, vs. the initial loading of PLA ωPLA, 
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exhibit three distinct regions, as shown in Figure 11a. When ωPLA ≤ 0.41, values 
of Δm/m0 points fall well below the line of y = x, indicating that PLA is only 
partially etched, and revealing the presence of isolated PLA domains embedded 
within the PS matrix that are not part of a percolating network, and therefore 
inaccessible to the basic solution. Surprisingly, ~ 10 wt% of the samples (wPLA = 
0.30 and 0.35) can still be extracted in this non-percolating regime, presumably 
due to cracking of the monolith that provides access to PLA domains neighboring 
these surfaces. Above ωPLA = 0.41, however, the fraction of PLA extracted 
increases rapidly with increasing PLA content, corresponding to the percolation 
of PLA domains. When 0.46 ≤ ωPLA ≤ 0.70 (0.42 ≤ φPLA ≤ 0.66), the values Δm/m0 
fall upon the line y = x, representing essentially quantitative removal of PLA, and 
indicating that both PS and PLA are fully percolating, allowing complete 
accessibility of base to the PLA phase, while all portions of the PS phase remain 
part of a single monolith following etching. For all samples in this region, the 
consistency of SAXS patterns before and after etching, as shown in Figure 11c 
for S11kL10k-46 and S11kL10k-70, also indicates that PS domains are highly 
percolated, providing mechanical integrity. In Figure 12, FTIR and SEM also 
support the complete removal of PLA and persistence of a fully interconnected 
structure.  
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Figure 12. SEM (top row), FTIR (middle), and SAXS (bottom) data for co-
continuous S11kL10k samples. 
In addition, N2 adsorption measurements (Figure 11b) reveal that 
increasing the PLA content wPLA = 0.46 to 0.70 yields a linear increase in porosity 
from 0.39 cm3/g to 1.03 cm3/g as a function of ωPLA/(1 - ωPLA), as expected for 
the materials with similar interconnected pore structures, further supporting that 
they have co-continuous morphologies with both percolating PS and PLA 
domains in this composition window. When the PLA content is further increased 
to ωPLA > 0.75, the PS domains lose percolation, as evidenced by a second rapid 
increase in the value of Δm/m0 to 1. After etching, samples in this region break 
up into small granules or even powders, as seen for S11kL10k-80 in Figure 11a, 
which we report as a normalized mass loss of 1. Notably, when ωPLA = 0.75 
(sample S11kL10k-75), though gravimetry appears to indicate a co-continuous 
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morphology, the SAXS pattern (Figure 11c) shows a broadening of the scattering 
peak and shift to larger q* after extracting PLA domains, indicating that the 
nanostructure is not completely maintained upon etching. Presumably, this 
reflects either a partial pore collapse during solvent evaporation after etching, 
due to the low content of PS and tenuous percolation of these domains, or the 
physical attachment of isolated PS domains to the remaining percolating 
structure, due to the poor dispersibility of PS particles in the etching solution. We 
thus take this sample to be at the border between a co-continuous structure and 
one with dispersed PS domains. Taking all of these data together, we estimate 
the region for co-continuous structures as ωPLA ≈ 0.44 - 0.75 (φPLA ≈ 0.40 - 0.72), 
as denoted by the shaded gray region in Figure 11a. Notably, the width of the co-
continuous region is similar to that of φPEO ≈ 0.30 - 0.65 reported previously for 
PS-PEO RECNs.[47] 
2.3.3 Well Controlled Pore Size 
 
Figure 13. Dependence of RECN structure on strand molecular weight for nearly 
symmetric systems (φPLA = 0.51 and MPS ≈ MPLA). (a) SAXS data for porous 
monoliths with different values of network strand molecular weight (black: 11 kDa; 
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red: 21 kDa; blue: 67 kDa); (b) The variation of d-spacing with Mn is consistent 
with the prediction d ∼ Mn0.5 by de Gennes.[38]  
We then study the ability to control the characteristic size of inter-
connected porous structures by adjusting the strand molecular weight for a series 
of nearly symmetric RECNs (φPLA = 0.51 and MPS ≈ MPLA). As seen in Figure 13a, 
porous monoliths for each sample show a clear peak by SAXS, with no 
significant change in q* or shape of the pattern upon removal of PLA domains, 
indicating a robustly percolating structure in each case. Meanwhile, S6kL5k and 
S11kL10k show nearly identical scattering patterns when normalized by q*, 
indicating that the structures are quite similar. The normalized pattern for S33kL34k 
shows a broader primary peak than the others. Although the origin of this 
difference requires further study, we speculate that it may reflect a more 
heterogeneous network structure due to the lower initial concentration of polymer 
in solution in this case (15 wt% for S33kL34k vs. 30 wt% for S6kL5k and S11kL10k), or 
perhaps a larger magnitude of trapped concentration fluctuations due to the 
higher molecular weights of the strands. However, as shown in Figure 13b, the 
variation in domain spacing (d = 2π/q*) with Mn is, consistent with the 
dependence d ~ Mn0.5 predicted by de Gennes[38] for randomly cross-linked 
copolymer networks approaching the microphase separation transition, and also 
previously reported for PS/PEO RECNs.[47] In all cases, the appearance of a 
higher-order peak (3q* for  S6kL5k and S11kL10k, but 2q* and 4q* for S33kL34k) and 
the intensity decrease corresponding to q-4 in the high q region for porous 
monoliths are consistent with a co-continuous morphology with sharp 
interfaces.[67] 
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Figure 14. (a-b). N2 adsorption isotherms and pore size distribution of symmetric 
RECNs with different Mn; S6kL5k – 55 (black), S11kL10k – 55 (red) and S33kL34k – 55 
(blue). c-e. SEM images of symmetric S6kL5k (c), S11kL10k (d) and S33kL34k (e) after 
complete removal of PLA domains, showing an increase in pore size with 
increased Mn of the precursor polymers. 
Further, N2 adsorption isotherm measurements (Figure 14a-b) reveal well-
controlled pore sizes varying from 9 to 34 nm with increasing M, with respective 
decreases in BET surface area from 191 to 102 m2/g, and nearly constant 
porosities of ~ 0.55 cm3/g. In Figure 14c-e, SEM images of porous monoliths also 
clearly show uniform pores with sizes that increase with Mn. Given the high χ 
between PS and PLA, we expect that further reductions in pore size to ≈ 7 nm 
should be possible with a reduction in strand molecular weight to ≈ 3 kg/mol 
(based on the predicted onset of microphase separation of symmetric randomly 
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crosslinked networks[73] at χN = 19.2). Further increases in pore size should 
also be possible, limited by the miscibility of high molecular weight polymers in 
the solvent, and the efficiency of the end linking chemistry used. 
2.4 Conclusion 
A robust route is developed to highly percolating and anisotropic porous 
materials from randomly end-linked copolymer networks. The presence of 
random crosslinks frustrates ordered structures, thereby providing a pathway to 
bicontinuous materials over a broad composition range spanning ~ 30 vol% in 
PLA content. After etching the degradable PLA component, monoliths are 
generated with narrowly-distributed pore sizes that can be tuned by varying the 
molecular weight of the network strands. With this PS/PLA model system, we 
have opened a simple means to generate nanoporous materials with well-
controlled pore sizes and anisotropies. Although at this moment further practical 
application is limited by the brittleness of the porous PS materials obtained, other 
systems with better mechanical properties are likely to be accessible, given the 
generality of the method with respect to polymer chemistry, offering promise for a 
variety of applications, including filtration, insulation, and catalysis. 
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Chapter 3 
EFFECTS OF RECNS PARAMETERS ON THE PHASE DIAGRAM 
3.1 Introduction 
Microphase separated copolymers with nano-scale morphologies are 
critically important in designing next generation materials.[74,75] Within various 
nanostructures, cocontinuous morphologies with domains of multiple different 
phases each simultaneously percolating in three dimensions, provide 
opportunities to synergistically combine properties of dissimilar constituent 
materials. For example, interconnected nanostructures throughout the materials 
are substantially useful in terms of mechanical robustness[7,8,11], mass 
transport[9,10], energy storage[76,77], and catalysis[13]. Amongst a wide variety 
of equilibrium[5,48,78] and kinetic routes[12,53,54,56] to achieve cocontinuous 
structures, recent work has established that randomly end-linked copolymer 
networks (RECNs) formed by crosslinking telechelic linear polymer chains with 
multifunctional cross-linkers are quite attractive in being able to not only preserve 
the well-defined network architectures, but also serve as a simple, robust and 
general method to fabricate cocontinuous nanostructure over a wide range 
composition window (spanning >30 vol %).[47,79] While maintaining cocontinuity, 
stretching RECNs introduces controlled orientation with substantial 
improvements in mechanical properties.[80] To date, a variety of previously 
reported binary RECNs, including polyethylene oxide (PEO)/polydimethylsiloxane 
(PDMS),[43,44] polyisobutylene (PIB)/PEO,[45] PS/PEO[47] and PS/poly(D,L - 
Lactide) (PLA),[79,80] self-organize into disordered cocontinuous morphologies 
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at a certain segregation strength close to the symmetric composition fraction. So 
far an incomplete understanding of phase separation behavior in RECNs has 
emerged from theory [38,40,73,81] and simulations[39,41,42,81] with few 
attempts at experimental confirmation[39]. For example, de Gennes has 
predicted a critical microphase separation transition (MST) occurring at χN = 13.8, 
where N corresponds to the total molecular weight of the two constitutive strands, 
while McLeish and co-workers predicted that the trapped concertation 
fluctuations should yield a higher critical MST at χN = 19.2. Although some 
guidance as to the expected phase separation behavior of RECNs is provided, 
no predictive direction exist for the design of nanostructures, especially 
cocontinuous morphologies in RECNs, like the well-studied phase diagrams for 
equilibrium self-assembly of flexible block copolymers.[14]  
In this chapter we provide fundamental studies of self-assembly in binary 
PS/PLA RECNs as guidance for the design of cocontinuous nanostructures. 
Specifically, we rely on mechanical analysis below the glass transition 
temperature Tg of PS (95 oC) but above Tg of PLA (40 oC), and chemical 
degradability of PLA to unambiguously determine the percolation behavior of PS 
and PLA domains, respectively. Using PS/PLA RECNs as a model system, the 
first phase diagram of two-component symmetric (NPS ≈ NPLA) RECNs is 
established. In the binary phase diagram of χ(NPS + NPLA) vs. weight fraction 
(ωPLA), we first experimentally observe the trapped concentration fluctuation and 
investigate the gradual transition of MST from phase mixed state to well phase 
separated structures. Additionally, we develop an understanding of how the 
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breadth and location of the cocontinuous region depends on network parameters, 
including strand molecular weight (Mn), strand length asymmetry and dispersity 
(Đ), and junction functionality (f). Domain spacing (d) dependence on Mn and 
volumetric content similar to BCP is also demonstrated in this report, while a very 
different d dependence on dispersity of is observed for RECNs, where d is 
dominated by the shorter chains within the high dispersity minority domain in 
contrast to that in BCP. These results provide a prospective study describing the 
morphology behavior in RECNs, enabling the robust design of cocontinuous 
structures with controlled length scales in a wide variety of polymer mixtures. 
3.2 Results and Discussions 
3.2.1 Bicontinuity Characterization 
As described in our previous work,[80] we rely on thiol-Michael addition 
chemistry to form RECNs. Briefly, di-functional acrylate-terminated PS and PLA 
strands are homogeneously mixed in a non-selective solvent along with a tetra-
thiol small molecule cross-linker, followed by end-linking reaction to generate 
well-controlled networks, as shown in Figure 15a. Solvent removal drives 
microphase separation into disordered nanostructures in RECNs with a well-
defined characteristic length but no long-range ordering or orientation. We first 
consider the simplest case of symmetric RECNs with Mn, PS (11 kg/mol) ≈ Mn, PLA 
(10 kg/mol) after annealing at 150 oC for 24 h (χN = 30 at this temperature[62]), 
and understand how the morphology, especially the cocontinuous nanostructure, 
varies with volume fraction. Samples are named following the convention SMn,PS 
LMn,PLA – X, where the subscripts refer to the molecular weights of the respective 
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strands and X represents the percentage by weight of PLA, ωPLA, prior to end-
linking. 
 
Figure 15. Preparation of randomly end-linked copolymer networks from 
telechelic PS and PLA. 
 
Table 1. A list of PS and PLA strands used to prepare RECNs. 1Characterized by 
NMR. 2Determined by GPC calibrated with PS standards. 
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Figure 16. (a) Gravimetric analysis of PS/PLA RECNs to determine percolation 
behavior of PLA domains. (b) Stress – strain curves of tensile tests of S11kL10k at 
80 oC to verify PS domain percolation behavior. (c) Summary of gravimetry 
results (left and black) and modulus at 80 oC (right and red) of S11kL10k with 
shaded area denoting cocontinuous window where both PS and PLA domain 
form independent interconnected channels. Black and red line referring to line y = 
x and Halpin-Tsai calculation. 
To assess whether the morphology is cocontinuous, we use mechanical 
analysis below Tg of PS (95 oC) but above Tg of PLA (40 oC) to unambiguously 
determine the percolation of PS, and chemical degradability to probe the 
percolation of PLA. For example, Figure 16a shows the gravimetric results of 
sample S11kL10k – 30 and 50 placed in 1 M solution of NaOH in water/methanol 
(6/4, v/v) at room temperature to etch the PLA domains. Around 12 h, weight loss 
(Δm/m0) of S11kL10k – 50 reaches the feeding fraction (ωPLA = 0.5) of PLA in the 
networks, and remains unchanged with longer etching time, indicating 
quantitative removal of fully percolated PLA domains in the networks; however, 
weight loss of S11kL10k – 30 is always far below ωPLA, suggesting isolated PLA 
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domains surrounded by PS domains, preventing alkaline solution from accessing 
the PLA domain. Therefore, when plotting weights loss Δm/m0 against ωPLA in 
Figure 16c, we are able to determine the PLA percolation threshold as ωPLA ≈ 
0.32, above which PLA domains form interconnected nanostructures and 
gravimetric data points falls upon the black line of y = x.  To examine the 
percolation of PS domain, Figure 16b shows the uniaxial tensile tests of S11kL10k 
at 80 oC, from which elastic modulus is extracted as a function of ωPLA. 
Unsurprisingly, the modulus decreases as ωPLA increases, due to the decrease of 
glassy domain and increase of rubbery PLA domain. Moreover, the change of 
glassy PS domain from percolated to un-percolated nanostructures will 
accompany a sharp modulus decrease. In Figure 16c, when plotting elastic 
modulus E against ωPLA, a sharp drop is indeed observed with the increase ωPLA. 
To further evaluate the percolation threshold of PS domains, we compare the 
measured E to the calculated E of PS/PLA composites using the empirical 
Halpin–Tsai equation[82] by assuming isolated and glassy PS particles/fibers, 
and/or in other shapes embedded in a rubbery PLA matrix. Noticeably, the 
calculated values agree very well with measured results when ωPLA ≥ 0.65 as 
shown in Figure 16c, while obvious deviation (the measured E exceeds the 
Halpin-Tsai calculation by 2 times) is observed when ωPLA ≤ 0.6, due to the failed 
assumption of isolated PS domain. We then identify the point ωPLA ≈ 0.62 as the 
threshold that PS domains start to form percolated structures throughout the 
materials. Notably, there is a fundamental difference between structural 
percolation of PLA domain and rigidity percolation of PS domain, and the 
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thresholds of which represent the composition fractions where PLA forms fully 
percolated structures and PS starts to form interconnected rigid channels, 
respectively. This difference may also explain the gradual percolation behavior 
for PS domains, as the rigidity is more sensitive to composition fraction.     
 
Figure 17. SAXS spectrums of S11kL10k, with numbers denoting weight fraction of 
PLA. Black: before etching. Red: after etching. 
Additional confirmation of these percolation thresholds is provided by the 
comparison of small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) before and after extracting 
PLA domain, as seen in Figure 17. When ωPLA = 0.30, almost no changes (both 
intensity and shapes) in the SAXS spectrums is observed, suggesting isolated 
PLA domains; when 0.35 ≤ ωPLA ≤ 0.60, the maintained spectrum shape and two 
orders of magnitude increase of scattering intensity reveal the complete removal 
of PLA domains and preserved PS structures as a fact of cocontinuous 
nanostructures; when ωPLA ≥ 0.65, broadening of the scattering peak and shifting 
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to larger q* after extracting PLA domains indicate the collapsed porous structures, 
most likely due to the un-percolated PS domain. 
 
Figure 18. TEM images of porous PS by selectively removing PLA domains 
within PS/PLA RECNs S11kL10k with different PLA weight fractions. Dashed red 
line denotes cocontinuous samples. 
To better visualize the nanostructures and understand the percolation 
behavior of S11kL10k, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images after PLA 
domain extraction are then used, as shown in Figure 18. In good agreement with 
gravimetric analysis, S11kL10k – 30 shows isolated porous domains (white parts), 
the volume fraction of which appears to be much lower than the feeding ratio of 
PLA (φPLA = 0.26), suggesting that most of the PLA domains are surrounded or 
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protected by PS domains. Indeed, gravimetry result reveals that only less than 10% 
PLA domains within the networks are accessible to alkaline solution. Within the 
wide cocontinuous window we identified before, ωPLA = 0.32 – 0.62, extracting 
PLA domains generates interconnected nanoporous materials with curved 
interfaces. Beyond ωPLA ≥ 0.65, the un-percolated PS matrix is not able to 
preserve its nanostructures after removing PLA domains, resulting in collapsed 
porous structures, as blue arrows denote in S11kL10k – 65, although we do not 
observe macroscopic material failure maybe due to the physical attachment of 
isolated PS domains. Further supported by these TEM images, the cocontinuous 
window for S11kL10k is characterized to span over 30 vol %, as both noted in the 
shaded area of Figure 16d and dashed lines in Figure 18. 
3.2.2 RECNs Phase Diagram 
As a straightforward comparison to diblock copolymers, we next consider 
how segregation strength χN (N = NPS + NPLA) of PS/PLA RECNs affects 
microphase separation and the morphology by tuning molecular weight of nearly 
symmetric RECNs (MPS ≈ MPLA). As seen in Figure 19a, a series of S5kL5k (χN = 
15) with a variety of compositions expressed in ωPLA are prepared in the same 
condition as S11kL10k, and gravimetry and mechanical tests show cocontinuous 
window spanning over 30 vol % (shaded area), with the percolation threshold for 
PS in the range 0.30 – 0.35, and that for PLA in the range 0.60 – 0.65. 
Comparing S5kL5k and S11kL10k, we find a weak dependence of percolation 
behavior of symmetric RECNs on strand molecular weight.. Indeed, normalized 
SAXS curves of S5kL5k – 50 (red) and S11kL10k – 50 (green) in Figure 19b show 
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nearly identical shapes with a broad primary scattering peak but not higher order 
peaks, reflecting similar disordered nanostructures with a molecular weight 
dependent characteristic length d = 2π/q*. Heating S5kL5k up to 200 oC reduces 
χN to 12, but does not yield obvious changes in the SAXS curves, indicating 
negligible changes in nanostructure, as shown in Figure 20. Noticeably, S2kL2k – 
50 (black curve in Figure 19b) with further decreased segregation strength (χN = 
6) shows a significantly weaker and broader peak, suggesting some level of 
weak concentration fluctuation. Gravimetric result of S2kL2k – 50 with less than 1% 
weight loss indicates no evidence of distinctive microphase separated PLA 
domains which would be accessible to alkaline solution, thus we categorize this 
sample in the phase mixed region.  
 
Figure 19. (a) Summary of gravimetry results and modulus at 80 oC of S5kL5k 
with shaded area and dashed line denoting cocontinuous window of S5kL5k and 
S11kL10k. (b) SAXS data (vertically shifted for clarity) of RECNs ωPLA = 0.5 with 
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different network strand molecular weight M = Mn, PS + Mn, PLA (black: 4 kDa; red: 
10 kDa; green: 21 kDa), therefore different segregation strength χN = 6, 15, 30, 
respectively. (c) Phase diagram of RECNs with symmetric strand length (MPS ≈ 
MPLA). Open circles denote S5kL5k samples at 200 oC. 
 
Figure 20. SAXS results for samples of S5kL5k at 150 and 200 oC. 
Interestingly in Figure 19b, we look closer to the critical MST by preparing 
S3kL3k – 50 with segregation strength χN = 10, and find the scattering profile of 
this sample also shows a weak and broad peak, although slightly stronger than 
that of S2kL2k – 50. While quantitative removal of PLA seems to suggest the 
existence of phase separated domains, the dramatically changed scattering 
profile (Figure 21) indicates unpreserved PS structures, due to pore collapse or 
weakly phase separated nanostructures. Indeed, we think this weakly phase 
separated nanostructure may correspond to trapped concentration fluctuations, 
and it is further confirmed by the single Tg observed both in differential scanning 
calorimetry (DSC) and dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA), as seen in Figure 22. 
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Theoretically, de Gennes calculated a critical MST occurring at χN = 13.8, while 
McLeish and co-workers predicted that the trapped concertation fluctuations in 
crosslinked networks would increase the critical MST to χN = 19.2. Our 
experiments show a critical MST, 6 < (χN)critical < 12, smaller than predicated 
values, maybe due to the defects (loops or dangling chains) in RECNs or non-
monodispersed strands. We now summarize the phase diagram of symmetric 
RECNs in Figure 19c. As the segregation strength is increased, the structure 
adopted by RECNs gradually evolves from phase mixed state with slight 
concentration fluctuation to weakly phase separated region, and finally to well 
phase separated region. In the well phase separated region, disordered 
cocontinuous nanostructures occupy the center of the phase diagram, which 
does not have a strong dependence on segregation strength and spans from 
ωPLA = 0.32 to 0.62. On the left and right, there are morphologies with dispersed 
PLA and PS domains residing the sides. 
 
Figure 21. SAXS results for samples of S3kL3k – 50 before and after removal of 
PLA domains. The dramatically changed scattering profile after removing PLA 
domains suggests changed PS matrix structures. 
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Figure 22. DSC and DMA results for samples of S3kL3k – 50. While SAXS of 
S3kL3k – 50 (Figure 21) indicates some scattering contrast, both DSC and DMA 
show a single glass transition, indicating trapped and weak concentration 
fluctuation. 
3.2.2 Molecular Weight Asymmetry 
Next, we study how the RECNs phase diagram depends on strand length 
asymmetry by preparing a series of S5kL19k (Mn, PS << Mn, PLA), representing nearly 
the same segregation strength as S11kL10k, based on the sum of the two strand 
lengths. Surprisingly, Figure 23a shows that the asymmetric system maintains a 
broad co-continuous window, but there is essentially no shift in the boundaries, 
similar to the observation of McLeod and Tew for PS/PEO RECNs.[83] This runs 
counter to the behavior of miktoarm star copolymers that the boundaries would 
shift towards lower contents of the shorter (PS) block, because a larger number 
of shorter blocks prefer to occupy more interfacial area than fewer longer blocks 
that occupy the same volume.[84–86] Although we do not fully understand the 
origin of the difference between RECNs and star copolymers, we speculate one 
explanation as that the stretching of strands in RECNs requires greater elastic 
energy penalty, which does not vary much with strand asymmetry. Also in 
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RECNs, the existence of crosslinkers with 4 PS arms reduces the number of 3 
PS : 1 PLA junctions at the interface, leading to the reverse effect of boundary 
shifting (see below for more details).   More interestingly, Figure 23b shows that 
the overall d spacing of S5kL19k decreases with the increase of mass fraction ωPLA 
(the longer strands), indicating that the characteristic length of RECNs is more 
sensitive to the strand length of the minority domains. Given the high elastic 
stretching penalty in RECNs, the strands in the majority domains are more easily 
able to adjust their conformation to adopt the preferred spacing set by the 
minority domains. Indeed, this observation is consistent with diblock copolymers, 
which has decreasing d spacing as moving away from the equal volume fraction 
for a constant N = NA + NB.[87]  
 
Figure 23. (a) Summary of gravimetry results and modulus at 80 oC of 
asymmetric RECNs S5kL19k with shaded area denoting cocontinuous window and 
dashed line referring to cocontinuous window of S11kL10k. (b) Domain spacing of 
S5kL19k vs. PLA weight fraction. Schematic depiction of domain spacings with 
longer PLA chain (c) and shorter PS chain (d) as the minority phase within 
S5kL19k. 
Moreover, as shown in Figure 23c, when the shorter PS strands are the 
majority domain (towards the left side of Figure 23b), the number of PS strands 
exceed those of the minority longer PLA strands by 10 times, therefore resulting 
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in roughly 60% of crosslinkers having 4 PS arms, which tend to embed into and 
swell the PS domains, leading to a larger overall d spacing, compared to the 
case when PLA is the majority phase (towards to the right side of Figure 23b). 
Additionally, when we consider that a large fraction of 4 PS junctions buried 
within PS phase, it means that at the interface fewer number of 3 PS : 1 PLA 
junctions (and larger number of 2 PS : 2 PLA or even 1 PS : 3 PLA junctions) 
should be expected, which further explains our observation for RECNs that 
molecular weight asymmetry does not noticeably shift the percolation thresholds. 
3.2.3 Strands Length Dispersity 
We also investigate the effect of strand molecular weight dispersity Đ by 
mixing low Mn and high Mn PLA to achieve Đ = 1.8 (compared to Đ = 1.2, 
previously in S11kL10k) while keeping the value of Mn unchanged at 10 kg/mol, as 
shown in the GPC traces in Figure 24a. A series of S11k[L]10k with [] referring to 
bimodal dispersed strands are prepared and characterized using gravimetry and 
mechanical tests. In comparison to cocontinuous window (ωPLA = 0.32 – 0.62, 
shown as the shaded area) of S11kL10k, Figure 24b demonstrates that increase of 
PLA dispersity both widens the co-continuous window and shifts it towards larger 
PLA mass fraction. This can be understood from the behavior of linear block 
copolymers, where greater dispersity is known to both promote cocontinuity[88–
90] and also favor the location of the high dispersity block on the inward side of 
curved interfaces[88,89,91–93], due to the tendency for increased dispersity in 
length of the minority domains to relieve packing frustration.  
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Figure 24. (a) GPC results of PLA strands with bimodal dispersity (solid line) and 
monodispersity (dashed line) (b) Summary of gravimetry results and modulus at 
80 oC of S11k[L]10k with [] referring to bimodal dispersed strands. (c). Domain 
spacing (left and black) of S11k[L]10k (closed circle, ĐPLA = 1.8) and S11kL10k (open 
circle, ĐPLA = 1.2) vs. PLA weight fraction. (d) Schematic illustration of bimodal 
dispersity effects on domain spacing in minority phase with free chain ends in 
BCP (left) or confined chain ends in RECNs (right).  
Interestingly, when PLA is the majority phase, the overall d spacing has a 
weak dependence on PLA dispersity, because it is more sensitive to PS minority 
domain as we have discussed in previous section. Whereas when PLA is the 
minority phase, greater PLA dispersity substantially decreases the overall 
domain spacing (Figure 24c). In contrast, increase of Đ in linear block 
copolymers has been studied to increase d spacing.[94–97] This is attributed to 
the low stretching penalty due to the existence of free long and short chains, 
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therefore leading to a large d spacing dominated by the longer chains, as 
illustrated in Figure 24d. However, in the case of RECNs, when both chain ends 
are crosslinked and confined to the interface, the longer chains tend to relax to a 
smaller domain size set by short chains, rather than overcoming high elastic 
energy penalty to stretch themselves. This explains why higher dispersity of 
strand length in minority domain leads to a decreased overall d spacing. 
3.2.4 Junction Functionality 
We lastly examine the effect of junction functionality (f) by replacing thiol-
Michael addition chemistry with UV-initiated thiol-ene reaction, which generates 
free radicals and provides fast kinetics and high conversion.[98] Specifically, in 
comparison to the RECNs prepared with thiol-Michael chemistry, the higher 
conversion of thiol-ene chemistry tends to create networks with increased 
average f. Furthermore, due to the competition between step growth and chain 
growth reactions, thiol-ene (thiol-acrylate)[98] reaction to form copolymer 
networks generates higher variability in f. For a clean comparison, UV-initiated 
thiol-ene chemistry crosslinked samples UV-S11kL10k are prepared using the 
same polymer strands as those used in S11kL10k. As shown in Figure 25a, 
increase of average f and f variability in UV-S11kL10k widens the cocontinuous 
window by shifting onset of PS percolation threshold from 0.62 to 0.72, and that 
of PLA domain from 0.32 to 0.27. This indicates that for copolymer networks with 
higher average f and f variability at the PS/PLA interface, each constituent 
domain needs less apparent volume to form percolated nanostructures. Unlike 
S11kL10k, junctions of which located at the interface always have 4 arms ideally, 
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UV-S11kL10k employs a more complex structure at the junctions. As illustrated in 
Figure 25b, we think that the local curvature of the PS/PLA interface is largely 
affected by the ratio of two polymer strands (r = PS: PLA, inserted in the figure). 
The larger the ratio is, the local interface is more likely to curve towards PLA 
domain, and vice versa. In this manner, we expect UV-S11kL10k to have more 
flexible interfaces with various local curvatures during the self-assembly, which 
promote to form winding and disordered interconnected channels. Interestingly, 
compared to S11kL10k, smaller d spacing is observed for UV-S11kL10k over all the 
compositions. Given the complex network structures in terms of effective strands 
length, f, etc., although there is no clear explanation to the smaller average d 
spacing observed for UV-S11kL10k, we speculate that high efficiency of thiol-ene 
reaction results higher crosslinking density, and the increase of average f leads 
to fewer junctions with exclusively one chain type and therefore less swelling of 
the domains.  
 
Figure 25. (a) Summary of gravimetry results and modulus at 80 oC of UV-
S11kL10k crosslinked by photo-initiated thiol-ene chemistry. (b) Schematic 
illustration of various junctionalities at the PS/PLA interface. The ratios denote 
the number of PS and PLA chains at the junction points. (c) Domain spacing of 
S11kL10k (open circle) and UV- S11kL10k (closed circle) vs. PLA weight fraction. 
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3.3 Conclusion 
 We have examined the nature of cocontinuous morphologies within 
PS/PLA RECNs using gravimetric and mechanical analysis. The phase diagram 
(χN vs. ωPLA) of binary symmetric RECNs is then established, highlighting the 
critical microphase separation transition (6 < (χN)critical < 12), above which 
disordered cocontinuous nanostructures span over 30 vol% from ωPLA = 0.32 to 
0.62 and morphologies with dispersed domains resides on the sides. Facing the 
challenge of multi-dimensional parameter space of phase-separating networks, 
four experimental geometries (strand length Mn, strands asymmetry, strand 
dispersity Đ, junction functionality) are further evaluated to have a great impact 
on the microphase separated nanostructures. Analogous to well-studied block or 
branched copolymers, RECNs experience higher elastic energy penalty of 
stretching due to confinement of chain ends, resulting in the sensitivity of d 
spacing to the short chains in polydispersed domain, although it shows similar 
effects on cocontinuous window shifting towards high dispersity component. This 
model system builds a predictive understanding of network design to achieve 
cocontinuous nanostructures. 
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Chapter 4 
STRESS-INDUCED ORIENTATION AND ANISOTROPY WITHIN 
CO-CONTINUOUS RECNS * 
* Reprinted with permission from [ACS Macro Lett. 2018, 7, 828−833] 
4.1 Introduction 
Anisotropic but three dimensionally co-continuous morphologies are of 
great utility in both natural and engineering materials, providing direction-
dependent mass transport, energy absorption, and structural protection.[99–105] 
For example, in porous materials, aligned, yet still highly interconnected channels 
can not only provide enhanced mechanical properties along the preferred loading 
direction,[99–101] but also facilitate directional mass transport, such as of fluid 
and solutes in bone[99,100] and nutrients in plants[99,101,105]. To date, the 
synthesis of polymeric materials with controllably anisotropic interconnected 
morphologies has focused largely on kinetic trapping of macro-phase separated 
structures, e.g., through freeze-casting[106,107], melt processing[108,109] or 
thermally-induced phase separation,[110,111] with anisotropy introduced by 
controlling the crystal growth direction, extrusion rate, or temperature gradient, 
respectively. However, precise control over the competition between phase 
separation and structural arrest to achieve the desired interconnected structures, 
which typically have sizes in the micrometer range. 
In many cases, achieving the desired material properties requires 
structural control on nanometer length scales.[4] Micro-phase separated block 
copolymers can provide anisotropic morphologies at this length scale, with shear 
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flow[62,112–114] and tensile deformation[115,116] providing convenient 
methods of alignment. However, it is often difficult to achieve oriented co-
continuous morphologies due to the narrow composition window in which most 
block copolymers form co-continuous phases. Introducing crosslinks into 
microphase separated copolymers[57,58] is known to promote co-continuous 
morphologies, and furthermore can prevent structural relaxation after alignment. 
Although a number of studies have focused on strain-induced orientation in 
crosslinked block copolymers[117–119], the application of external forces to 
crosslinked copolymers has not been widely studied as a route to anisotropic and 
co-continuous nanostructured or nanoporous materials. Notably, de-alloying of 
metals offers a simple route to co-continuous nanoporous structures,[120,121] 
although typically without controlled levels of anisotropy. 
As discussed in chapter 2 and 3, randomly end-linked copolymer networks 
(RECNs) serves as a kinetically insensitive route to co-continuous morphologies 
over a wide range (> 30 vol %) of composition.[47,79] Thermal instability of the 
urethane crosslinkers used previously leads to coarsening with thermal annealing, 
thereby obscuring the mechanism of structural reorganization at high 
temperature.[79,122,123] In this section, we study strain-induced orientation of 
PS/PLA RECNs with thermally stable thiol-Michael crosslinks, which provides a 
robust route to co-continuous materials with controlled anisotropy. 
Reorganization of domains proceeds initially by non-affine deformation at low 
strain, ε ≲ 0.4, followed by domain rotation towards the stretching direction (SD) 
at higher strain, accompanied by topological rearrangements of the PS/PLA 
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interfaces. The orientation of domains yields dramatically enhanced toughness 
and increased stiffness of PS/PLA RECNs along the SD, while only slightly 
diminishing the mechanical properties in the transverse directions. Selective 
removal of PLA converts these materials to highly oriented porous PS structures. 
4.2 Fabrication of Highly Anisotropic Interconnected Nanoporous PS 
4.2.1 Functionalization of Precusor Polymers 
 
Figure 26. 1H NMR in CDCl3 of (a) PS (11 kg/mol) and (b) PLA (10 kg/mol) 
functionalized with acrylate end groups. 
To prepare the diacrylate-terminated PS precursor, 2.0 g (0.18 mmol) of 
,-dihydroxy terminated PS (Mn = 11 kDa), was dissolved in 30 mL of 
anhydrous dichloromethane (DCM), which had been distilled from calcium 
hydride, and equilibrated in an ice bath and purged with N2. Acryloyl chloride 
(0.066g, 0.72 mmol) and triethylamine (0.074g, 0.72 mmol) were separately 
added drop-wise to the stirring polymer solution under N2 flow. The solution was 
allowed to slowly warm to room temperature as it was stirred overnight. The 
product was precipitated three times into cold MeOH and collected by filtration at 
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91% yield. Figure 26 shows the NMR of the resulting product in CDCl3 and 
acrylate end group functionality is calculated to be 1.8 using the peaks at 5.7, 6.0 
ppm (H, -CH = CH2) and 6.3-7.2 ppm (5H, - C6H5). Diacrylate-terminated PLA 
(Mn = 10 kDa) was prepared with the same procedure, and end group 
functionality is calculated to be 1.8 using the peaks at 5.8, 6.2, 6.5 ppm (H, -CH = 
CH2) and 4.3 ppm (4H, -COO-CH2-). 
4.2.2 Anisotropic Networks and Porous PS Preparation 
 
Figure 27. (a) Preparation of randomly end-linked copolymer networks from 
telechelic polystyrene and poly(D,L - lactide). (b) Schematic depiction of 
formation of anisotropic co-continuous PS/PLA RECNs and PS porous monoliths. 
As shown in Figure 27a, Functionalized PS (90 mg) and PLA (110 mg, 
volume fraction of PLA = 0.51) were dissolved in 1.33 mL of DMF. After 
thoroughly mixing, 4.2 mg of pentaerythritol tetrakis(3-mercaptopropionate) (4SH) 
and 3.5 mg of triethylamine were added sequentially to the solution. This gave a 
total polymer concentration of 150 mg/mL. The 4SH, precursor polymers and 
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triethylamine gave a 1: 1: 1 molar ratio of double bond to thiol groups to 
triethylamine. The mixed solution was kept in a sealed vial under dark at room 
temperature for 1 day. The resulting gel was dried under nitrogen flow over 3 
days, followed by thermal annealing at 150 oC overnight. 
 
Figure 28. In-situ SAXS characterization of PS/PLA RECNs with thiol-Michael 
crosslinks. The near constancy of the pattern (showing only a slight, reversible, 
decrease in intensity with temperature) up to 200 C indicates good thermal 
stability of the crosslinks. 
To introduce anisotropy, RECNs samples are heated to 130 oC, above the 
glass transition temperature Tg of both PS and PLA (100 oC and 38 oC, 
respectively), and stretched uniaxially to a specified strain, reorienting domains 
along the stretching direction (SD), as depicted in Figure 27b. Stretched samples 
are annealed for 5 min before quenching to room temperature to lock in the 
morphology (no further changes in structure are observed for annealing times up 
to 24 h). These RECNs with thiol-Michael linkage are stable up to 200 oC, as 
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shown in Figure 28. To generate anisotropic porous PS monoliths, stretched 
samples are immersed in basic aqueous solution to etch PLA (Figure 29). 
 
Figure 29. SEM image of anisotropic PS monolith (with 1 nm Au coating). Arrow 
denotes stretching direction. 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
4.3.1 Anisotropy Characterization and Demonstration 
 A typical stress-strain curve for a PS/PLA RECN measured at 130 oC is 
plotted in Figure 30a. A linear elastic response with modulus E = 0.4 MPa is 
found for ε < 0.2, followed by pronounced strain softening at intermediate strains 
(ε > 1).  Notably, this phenomenon is absent for end-linked networks of either PS 
or PLA alone, whose responses are reasonably well described by a Neo-
Hookean form (Inserted in Figure 30a). This “soft elastic” response of RECNs is 
reminiscent of that of liquid crystalline elastomers[124] and is associated with 
domain rotation in both cases (as described below for RECNs). Small angle X-
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ray scattering (SAXS) measurements, shown in Figure 30b, reveal an isotropic 
structure with a characteristic length of d = 30 nm for as prepared PS/PLA 
RECNs. As we described previously,[79] this peak corresponds to the center-to-
center spacing between neighboring domains of one component, across a 
domain of the other.  
 
Figure 30. (a) Stress-strain curves for PS/PLA RECNs (black), PS networks (red) 
and PLA networks (blue) at 130 oC. (b) 2D SAXS patterns for PS/PLA RECNs, as 
prepared (left), after uniaxial stretching (middle) and after removal of PLA 
domains (right). TEM images of isotropic (c) and anisotropic (d) porous PS 
monoliths with fast Fourier transforms as insets. Arrows denote the stretching 
direction (SD). 
When the sample is uniaxially stretched to ε = 4 at 130 oC, the pattern 
becomes highly anisotropic. The lack of a scattering peak along the SD indicates 
the absence of a regular structural length scale in this direction, while the intense 
peaks nearly in the transverse direction reflect a high degree of orientation of 
domain interfaces along the SD. After etching PLA, the scattering pattern stays 
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unchanged apart from a large increase in scattered intensity, confirming the 
formation of an anisotropic but interconnected porous PS structure. Transmission 
electron microscope (TEM) images on porous PS before and after deformation 
are shown in Figure 30c-d, further confirming orientation of domains along the 
SD. The fast Fourier transforms (FFT) are in good qualitative agreement with 
SAXS results, although slight anisotropy is evident in the undeformed sample, 
likely reflecting distortion due to cryo-microtomy. The co-continuity of oriented 
samples is confirmed by analysis of TEM tomograms (Figure 31), which indicates 
that > 99% of both PS and pore phases are percolated (with the remaining < 1% 
on the boundaries, and therefore also likely connected outside of the 
reconstruction volume) 
 
Figure 31. TEM tomographic reconstructions (left) of the isotropic (top) and 
anisotropic (bottom) porous samples with the PS phase shown in dark, and (right) 
following 3D flood filling of interconnected pores, with the unfilled (disconnected 
porous) portions shown in dark. These images are reconstructed by choosing a 
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threshold to delineate pores from PS walls based on matching the porosity to the 
value (1.02 cm3/g) measured by N2 adsorption. 
4.3.2 Two Steps Morphology Evolution During Stretching 
We now consider in detail how this reorientation occurs by varying the 
strain between 0 and 5, and find that it consists of a two stage process: first, 
stretching and compression of domains at low strain (ε < 0.4), followed by 
domain rotation at higher strain.  
 
Figure 32. (a) 2D SAXS patterns for PS/PLA RECNs and (b) integrated 
scattering intensities between q = 0.1 and 0.3 nm-1 (covering the peak position) 
as a function of azimuthal angle at the indicated strain values. (c) Domain 
spacing parallel (blue) and perpendicular (red) to the SD in the low strain regime, 
normalized by the undeformed value d0. Normalized primary domain spacing, 
d/d0 (d), angle μ between the interface normal and SD (e), and decomposed 
domain spacing, dx /d0 (f) in the high strain regime 
Figure 32a shows 2D SAXS patterns for samples at different strains. In 
the upper row, as the strain increases from 0 to 0.35, the circular scattering 
pattern evolves to an ellipse, with the major and minor axes perpendicular and 
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parallel to the SD, respectively, revealing that the domains are stretched along 
the SD and compressed along the perpendicular direction. Defining 
corresponding characteristic lengths d⊥ = 2π/q⊥ and d// = 2π/q//, we quantify the 
increase in d// and decrease in d⊥ with strain in Figure 32c. The dashed lines d// 
/d0 = ε + 1 and d⊥ /d0 = (ε + 1)-1/2 represent the expected variations for affine 
uniaxial stretching (assuming incompressibility, as verified by a < 1% change in 
macroscopic volume). Values for d// fall close to the affine prediction, while those 
for d⊥ are substantially larger, suggesting that the domains reorganize to resist 
compression along the directions transverse to the SD. To further analyze the 2D 
SAXS pattern of stretched sample, the scattering intensity integrated over the 
range q = 0.01 - 0.03 nm-1 (which covers the scattering peak) is plotted as a 
function of azimuthal angle θ (or displayed as μ), as shown in Figure 32b. For ε = 
0.22 (blue curve), the scattering intensity becomes weaker along the SD, 
providing further evidence that the domains reorganize to stay closer to their 
preferred spacing. At strains above 0.4 (Figure 32a-b), the scattering 
concentrates into 4 spots, which become narrower in azimuthal distribution and 
rotate toward the perpendicular direction with increasing strain. These 4-spots 
patterns indicate that the domains align preferentially at a strain-dependent angle 
relative to the SD, in agreement with the TEM images in Figure 30d. We 
characterize the structures in the domain rotation regime using the scattering 
vector q* and orientation angle μ, as illustrated in Figure 32a, with d = 2π/q* 
reflecting the characteristic spacing and μ representing the angle between the 
interface normals and the SD. With increasing strain, as shown inFigure 32d and 
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f, d/d0 remains nearly constant, while μ increases steadily from 68o to 83o, 
revealing that the morphology evolves by domain rotation with constant domain 
size. The initial angle of 68o corresponds to the orientation where the value of d 
remains at d0 throughout the low-strain, non-affine deformation regime. In Figure 
32e, we plot the component of the peak position along the SD, i.e., dx = 2π/(q*cos 
μ), against strain, and find a line with slope slightly above the value of 1 expected 
for affine rotation of  incompressible object.[125,126] This is in contrast to the 
behavior of block copolymers with one glassy block, where  affine domain 
rotation is observed and the reorganization of domain interfaces is 
restricted.[125–127] Notably, the onset of domain rotation at a strain of ε = 0.4 
corresponds well with the onset of “soft elasticity” in Figure 30a, indicating that 
much like in liquid crystalline elastomers,[124] domain rotation requires lower 
forces than stretching of homogeneous networks of either PS or PLA alone. 
Although the value of ε = 0.4 for the onset of domain rotation is not well-
understood at present, we speculate that it may reflect an ability for chains to 
initially stretch at small applied strains, followed by an effective stiffening at 
higher strains. 
The degree of orientation can be quantified in terms of the order 
parameter 𝑃2 =
1
2
(3〈𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃〉 − 1)with 〈𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃〉 =
∫  (𝐼𝑞(𝜃)𝑐𝑜𝑠
2𝜃|𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃|) 
2𝜋
0
𝑑𝜃
∫  (𝐼𝑞(𝜃)|𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃|)
2𝜋
0
 𝑑𝜃
, where a value of 
P2 = -0.5 would indicate perfect orientation of the normal vectors to the domain 
interfaces perpendicular to the stretching direction. The order parameter P2 
(Figure 33) reaches -0.4 (where -0.5 indicates perfect orientation of interface 
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normals perpendicular to the SD) at strains of 4 - 5, indicating a high degree of 
alignment. 
 
Figure 33. Order parameter P2 calculated for PS/PLA RECNs as a function of 
strain.  
4.3.3 Topology Changes 
The fact that both stages of structural evolution involve non-affine 
deformation implies that the domains of PS and PLA must locally adjust their 
structures to accommodate the applied strain. To study this rearrangement, two 
porous PS samples (one unstretched, the other pre-stretched to ε = 4) are 
imaged by TEM tomography, as shown in Figure 31. To better visualize the 
nanostructures, a small portion of the tomogram is shown for the unstretched 
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sample in Figure 34a, along with a skeletonization of the PS domain obtained 
using a strut-thinning algorithm in Figure 34b, and the meshed PS/pore interface 
in Figure 34c. 
 
Figure 34. (a) A tomogram of an unstretched porous PS monolith (dark: PS, light: 
pores), with its corresponding (b) skeletonization and (c) interface mesh. (d) node 
density and (f) Euler characteristic density for isotropic (undeformed) and 
anisotropic (deformed) porous monoliths. 
Analysis of the skeletonized PS phase reveals a node density of 3.4 × 104 
nm-3, of which 89% are triple junctions and the rest are quadruple. In comparison, 
the stretched sample shows a significant increase in node density to 4.2 × 104 
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nm-3, with almost the same fraction of triple junctions (88%). Similarly, the Euler 
characteristic density (a topological invariant of a surface) increases by about 30% 
in magnitude from the isotropic to the stretched sample, reflecting an increase in 
the density of “holes” in the inter-material dividing surface. Both measurements 
clearly reveal that the topology of the nanostructure changes under strain, i.e., 
the interface between the PS and PLA domains rearranges, leading to net 
creation of new PS-PS and PLA-PLA connections, and thereby allowing the 
domains to accommodate the applied deformation without deviating too far from 
their preferred spacing. 
 
Table 2. Table of surface area of interfaces between PS matrix and pores 
calculated from TEMT reconstructions for both isotropic an anisotropic samples, 
by assuming negligible sample densification and constant porosity (1.02 cm3/g), 
as confirmed by the lack of change in either the macroscopic sample dimensions 
or the location of the SAXS peak. 
In addition, the specific interfacial area (S) measured from the tomograms 
increases by 10% upon stretching (Table 1); this is well below the expected value 
for a sample undergoing affine deformation, further confirming that the RECNs 
are able to adjust their interfacial structure under strain. Notably, the tomogram of 
the pre-stretched co-continuous nanostructure shows substantially smaller 
tortuosity for the pores along the SD (τ = 1.71), compared to that along the 
orthogonal in-plane direction (3.50), whereas that for the isotropic sample yields τ 
= 1.83 and 2.29 (Figure 35). 
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Figure 35. Tortuosity of pores extracted from the tomograms for both isotropic 
and anisotropic samples along the two in-plane directions. For the anisotropic 
sample, the SD is along the x-axis. Tortuosity is calculated using a MATLAB 
routine from the binary (thresholded) tomogram.[128] 
4.3.4 Mechanical Properties of Anisotropic RECNs 
To understand the influence of nanostructural orientation on room 
temperature mechanical properties of PS/PLA RECNs, we conduct uniaxial 
tensile tests. For each tensile test, a rectangular piece is cut from the material 
with dimensions of 0.3 mm × 1 mm × 10 mm, and the extension rate is fixed at 
1 %/min. As seen in Figure 36a, isotropic glassy PS/PLA RECNs yield below 1% 
strain, with a tensile strength of 19 MPa. The brittle nature of this sample is 
consistent with the small number of entanglements[44,129] and low crosslinking 
density within the networks. When pre-oriented above Tg, however, the sample 
does not yield until around 2% (61 MPa yield strength) and exhibits ductile 
necking (Figure 36a, inset) before breaking above 80% strain. This ductile 
stretching absorbs a large amount of energy, increasing toughness nearly 600-
fold compared to unoriented RECNs (from 11 to 6200 MJ/m3). To better 
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understand the origin of these improvements in mechanical properties, we also 
characterize pure PS and PLA alone. For pure PS networks, pre-stretching does 
improve the tensile strength, from 13 to 43 MPa, but the oriented materials still 
undergo brittle failure at 5 % strain. On the other hand, pre-stretching PLA 
networks both improves the yield strength, from 17 to 34 MPa, and gives rise to 
necking with ultimate strain of 190%, suggesting that the ductility in pre-stretched 
PS/PLA RECNs is mostly due to the oriented continuous PLA domains, likely due 
to fibrillation of PLA during fracture.[130,131]  
 
 
Figure 36. (a) Stress-strain curves for PS/PLA RECNs (top), PS networks 
(middle) and PLA networks (bottom) under uniaxial extension at room 
temperature (black: as-prepared isotropic network; red: pre-oriented anisotropic 
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networks deformed parallel to SD, ε = 5). (b) Comparison of yield stress among 
pre-oriented networks, ε = 5 (averaged for multiple samples). (c) Elastic modulus 
of networks with varying amounts of pre-orientation. 
 
Figure 37. Elastic modulus of PS/PLA RECNs parallel and perpendicular to the 
SD, with different amounts of pre-strain. 
Remarkably, however highly oriented PS/PLA RECNs (ε = 5) show a 
substantial improvement in yield stress (1.5-fold) over either pre-stretched PS or 
PLA networks alone, as shown in Figure 36b. Moreover, Figure 36c shows that 
PS/PLA RECNs also exhibit increasing elastic modulus along the SD (up to 3.2 
GPa) as a function of pre-strain, while PS and PLA networks retain a modulus 
close to their unoriented value of 2 GPa. This increase in both modulus and yield 
stress of oriented PS/PLA RECNs compared to either of the components is 
surprising. While further study is needed to understand this behavior in detail, we 
note that similar phenomena have been observed in a few cases,[132,133] and 
speculate that the oriented microphase separated structure resulted from pre-
stretching leads to an even higher degree of chain orientation in PS/PLA RECNs 
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compared to networks of PS or PLA alone. In the transverse direction, as shown 
in Figure 37, the stiffness (modulus) of PS/PLA RECNs stays almost unchanged 
with strain (though we could only reach ε = 3 in this direction due to the difficulty 
in sample preparation). 
4.4 Conclusion 
We have developed a simple method to introduce controlled orientation 
into co-continuous copolymer networks with well-defined architectures. Continuity 
can be preserved at various orientations, thus offering a robust route to highly 
anisotropic porous materials by selective removal of one domain. The 
morphology evolves via a two-stage process, where the domains initially undergo 
non-affine stretching and compression, followed by non-affine domain rotation 
that also manifests through a “soft elastic” response. Real-space morphologies 
obtained from transmission electron microscopy tomography indicate a change in 
topology during orientation, confirming the rearrangement of domains and 
interfaces during the non-affine deformation. The combination of molecular and 
microdomain orientation has a strong influence on mechanical properties, 
yielding materials that are both stiff and tough along the pre-stretching direction. 
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Chapter 5 
CO-CONTINUOUS MORPHOLOGIES WITHIN LINEAR AND 
BRANCHED COPOLYMERS WITH DISPERSED BLOCK LENGTH 
5.1 Introduction 
 Microphase-separated nanostructures and morphologies derived from 
multi-components polymers have received considerable attention due to their 
potential applications in a variety of fields.[134–137] The co-continuous 
morphology is of specific interest because multiple chemically-distinct 
components form their own independent continuous regions throughout the bulk 
materials, offering opportunities to synergistically integrate properties and 
function into a single polymer composite.[7–11] While equilibrium self-assembly 
of block copolymers[5] or microemulsions[78] have been investigated to form co-
continuous morphologies, these structures are generally found in very narrow 
composition windows, raising practical challenges to producing them in robust 
and generalized processes. Recently, our group and co-workers[47,79,80] have 
demonstrated a kinetically insensitive method to achieve disordered co-
continuous nanostructures with robustness and generality by designing randomly 
end-linked copolymer networks (RECNs) with well-defined architectures. 
However, introducing crosslinks prevents subsequent solution or melt processing, 
limiting the ability of these materials to be employed in many industrially-relevant 
contexts.   
Similar to RECNs, multiblock copolymers (MBCs) with many blocks can 
also form disordered co-continuous morphologies.[138–143] In comparison to AB 
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diblock or ABA triblock copolymers, [5,144,145] MBCs  provides substantially 
increased structural complexity, including number of blocks, effective block 
length, block sequence, factors which are reported to have great impacts on the 
nanostructures formed.[138,146–153] For example, changing from alternating 
MBCs to random MBCs increase the randomness of block sequence, leading to 
longer average block lengths and higher block dispersity, which favors 
disordered co-continuous nanostructures.[138] Although a number of living 
polymerization techniques have been developed to design versatile polymer 
architectures and precisely control molecular weight, dispersity, and functionality 
of MBCs, they are still expensive and tedious. Step growth polymerization of end 
functionalized small molecules or polymers offers a method to form multiblock 
copolymers with complex architectures and chemistries,[138,139,146,154,155] 
including commercially important polyurethane and polyesters.[156,157] 
 To access co-continuous nanostructures, linear diblock copolymers serve 
as a versatile method in terms of processability, but the narrow composition 
window for the stable double gyroid phase (~ 5 vol %) requires strict synthetic 
control. In contrast, RECNs with well-defined architectures offers a much wider 
co-continuous window (~40 vol % as discussed in chapter 3) but suffer from poor 
processability. In this chapter, we seek to understand the microphase separation 
of MBCs, and compare their ability to form disordered co-continuous structures to 
that of RECNs. For a direct comparison to our previously studied RECNs, MBCs 
are synthesized using step-growth polymerization of telechelic polystyrene (PS) 
and poly (D,L - lactide) (PLA), while keeping block (strand) length constant. With 
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the same linking chemistry (thiol-Michael addition, as used to form RECNs), we 
are able to achieve MBCs with a number average of 3 – 4 blocks, and a 
dispersity, Đ = Mw/Mn ≈ 2. Interestingly, when far away from critical microphase 
separation transition (MST), these disperse MBCs show only a narrow co-
continuous window (< 10 vol %) due to their propensity to form ordered 
nanostructures. However, when closer to MST, disordered co-continuous 
nanostructures occupy a much wider window (~ 25 % vol), approaching that of 
RECNs. We attribute the segregation strength dependent morphological behavior 
to the dramatically increased concentration fluctuation close to MST, which 
drives MBCs into disordered nanostructures with curved interfaces, therefore 
favoring co-continuous nanostructures. 
5.2 Materials & Methods 
Materials 
 Dihydroxyl-terminated PS and PLA, acryloyl chloride, 2,2’-(Ethylenedioxy) 
diethanethioltriethylamine, trimethylolpropane tris(3-mercaptopropionate), DMF, 
and methanol are purchased from Polymer Source, Advanced Polymer Materials, 
Sigma Aldrich, and Fisher Scientific, respectively, and used without further 
purification. 
Functionalization of Precursor Polymers is described in chapter 3 to prepare di-
acrylate terminated PS and PLA.[80] 
Synthesis of linear and branched multi-block copolymers 
 Taking L_S5kL5k – 50 as an example to synthesize linear multi-block 
PS/PLA copolymers, di-acrylate functionalized PS (40 mg) and PLA (40 mg) are 
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dissolved in 0.9 mL of DMF. After thoroughly mixing, 2.6 mg of 2,2’-
(ethylenedioxy) diethanethioltriethylamine (di-SH) and 29 mg of triethylamine are 
added sequentially to the solution. This gives a total polymer concentration of 
about 8 % wt/wt. The 2SH, precursor polymers and triethylamine give a 1: 1: 10 
(for all samples) molar ratio of double bond to thiol groups to triethylamine. The 
mixed solution is kept in a sealed vial starring at 60 oC for 3 days. The resulting 
solution is precipitated to cold methanol twice, followed by solution casting (DMF) 
and thermal annealing at 150 oC overnight. For branched PS/PLA copolymers, a 
mixture of 2SH and trimethylolpropane tris(3-mercaptopropionate) (tri-SH) is 
added with stoichiometry = SH / acrylate = 0.7 and branching fraction = (tri-SH * 
3) / (tri-SH * 3 + di-SH * 2) = 0.5. 
5.3 Results & Discussion 
 
Figure 38. Synthetic scheme for preparing linear and branched multiblock 
copolymers. 
To conduct a systematic study of the relationship between the copolymer 
architecture and morphological behavior, we rely on step polymerization to 
prepare linear and branched MBCs from di-acrylate functionalized PS and PLA 
precursor with symmetric strands length, Mn,PS ≈ Mn,PLA. Synthetic details are 
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described in Materials and Methods section. Pre-designing telechelic polymer 
precursors provides a simple way to achieve randomly linked linear and 
branched MBCs, either by incorporating dithiol (di-SH) or mixture of di-SH and 
trithiol (tri-SH), respectively, as illustrated in Figure 38. 
5.3.1 Linear Multiblock Copolymers 
 
Figure 39. GPC traces of linear multiblock PS/PLA copolymers, L_S5kL5k – 35, 
50 and 75 synthesized by step polymerization of diacrylate functionalized 
telechelic PS (Mn = 5 kg/mol) and PLA (Mn = 5.5 kg/mol) precursors. 
We first examine the simplest case of linear multiblock copolymers with 
strand length of precursor polymers characterized as Mn,PS = 5.0 kg/mol and 
Mn,PLA = 5.5 kg/mol. Samples are named with the convention L_SMPSLMPLA – X, 
where the subscripts refer to the molecular weights of the respective strands and 
X represents the percentage by weight of PLA initially present in solution. Gel 
permeation chromatography (GPC) in Figure 39 confirms the presence of higher 
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molecular weight MBCs and decrease of lower molecular weight PS and PLA 
precursors. We resolve total number average molecular weight Mn for all 
L_S5kL5k samples in the range of 16 – 20 kg/mol. Compared to the 5 kg/mol 
precursors, this indicates an average number of macromolecular blocks per MBC, 
n = 3 – 4. Noticeably, the apparent upper limit of block number is not very high, 
mainly due to the incomplete functionalization of telechelic polymers. As 
characterized by NMR, only 1.8 chains ends per linear polymer precursor are 
functionalized, leading to a sharp decrease of M in final MBCs According to 
Carother’s equation, the upper limit sets at n = 10.[158]  Also, the imperfect 
stoichiometry and less than 100% conversion further decrease the average block 
number. Interestingly, a small shoulder at even lower M region (Mn < 5 kg/mol) is 
observed, suggesting cyclization of single polymer precursors, though further 
experiments are required to evaluate their existence. In addition, the expected 
incomplete conversion of functional groups in thiol Michael reaction also limits 
the further increase of M and reduces the average block number n. Although step 
polymerization suffers from these limitation and difficulties when synthesizing 
MBCs from pre-designed macromolecules, it introduces an important parameter 
in designing disordered co-continuous morphologies. This parameter can be 
described as architecture randomness, which is reflected in several perspectives, 
such as the connecting sequence of blocks, effective block length and overall 
chain length polydispersity. For example, GPC shows that all those samples 
have a broad distribution of molecular weight, with polydispersity, Đ, in the range 
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of 1.6 – 2.2. Considering the dispersity, the weight average number of blocks 
increases to n = 5 – 8. 
 
Figure 40. SAXS patterns of L_S5kL5k with different PLA weight fraction (n = 3 – 
4, Đ = 1.6 – 2.2). Black: before etching. Red: after etching. 
The morphology of linear MBCs, L_S5kL5k, is evaluated by small angle X-
ray scattering (SAXS), as shown in Figure 40. Taking advantage of the chemical 
degradability of PLA domains, we compare SAXS before and after immersing 
samples in alkaline solution (1 M NaOH in methanol/water, 6/4, v/v) to selectively 
remove PLA domains, which provides additional information to determine the 
connectivity of microphase separated structures. In Figure 40, the weight fraction 
of PLA is varied from 0.35 to 0.75, leading to distinctive SAXS patterns both 
before and after PLA removal. Based on the scattering profiles, three regions are 
identified with increased ωPLA. (1) When 0.4 ≤ ωPLA ≤ 0.6 (L_S5kL5k – 40, 45, 50, 
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55, 60), a broad primary scattering peak without higher order peaks is observed 
before etching PLA domains (black), reflecting the morphology with a well-
defined characteristic length, d = 2π/q* = 25 nm, but no long-range ordering or 
orientation. Etching PLA in this region forms corresponding nanoporous 
structures, which exhibit a scattering profile with the same shape and d spacing, 
suggesting that PS matrix has not changed its characteristic structures. The 
substantially increased scattering intensity, due to the increase of electron 
density contrast between PS and pores, further confirms the formation of 
nanoporous structures. Indeed, the scattering patterns are very much the same 
as what we observed for randomly end-linked copolymer networks (RECNs),[79] 
suggesting MBCs in this region exhibit similar disordered co-continuous 
nanostructures. (2) When ωPLA ≤ 0.35 (L_S5kL5k – 30, 35), SAXS patterns of as 
prepared samples show comparable profiles, while immersing in alkaline solution 
over several days does not noticeably change the shape or intensity of scattering 
patterns, indicating PLA domains in this region are not accessible to the etching 
solution. Indeed, gravimetric analysis quantifies that only less than 2% PLA 
domain can be removed, which is attributed to the partially connected 
nanostructures located on the sample surface. We speculate the microphase 
separated structures are disordered, without long-range orientation but slightly 
branched PLA domains dispersed in continuous PS matrix. (3) When ωPLA ≥ 0.65 
(L_S5kL5k – 65, 70, 75), scattering patterns of as-prepared MBCs evolve to 
dramatically different profiles with greatly reduced full width at half maximum 
(FWHM). Additionally, the appearance of higher order peaks (as pointed by 
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arrows, however very weak for L_S5kL5k – 70) in Figure 40 indicates ordered 
nanostructures with decreased primary q*, corresponding to increased 
characteristic length d = 28, 27, 34 nm, respectively. Quantitative removal of PLA 
domain broadens the scattering peak and substantially increases scattering 
intensity at larger q* due to the collapse of porous structures, suggesting that the 
PS matrix is not fully percolating in 3D. 
 
Figure 41. TEM images of porous PS by selectively removing PLA domains 
within PS/PLA MBCs L_S5kL5k with different PLA weight fractions (n = 3 – 4, Đ = 
1.6 – 2.2). Dark regions are PS domains and bright regions are pores. 
 
Figure 42. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) characterization of porous PS 
monoliths fabricated by etching PLA domains in MBCs, (left) co-continuous 
L_S5kL5k – 50 and (right) lamellar L_S5kL5k – 65. 1 nm of Au was coated before 
imaging. 
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The morphologies in each region are further characterized and confirmed 
using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), as shown in Figure 41. Although 
assessing the 3D structure from 2D TEM images is challenging, samples show 
projected contrasts in qualitatively agreement with SAXS. In fact, these MBC 
samples are imaged after immersing in alkaline solution for long enough time to 
remove accessible PLA domains. Porous structures not only provide stronger 
contrast but also offer additional information to determine the percolation 
behavior of PLA domains. Three distinctive regions are then identified from the 
TEM images. In the middle PLA content region (0.4 ≤ ωPLA ≤ 0.6), disordered co-
continuous nanostructures with characteristic length in the range of 20 – 30 nm 
are observed. In the low PLA content region (ωPLA ≤ 0.35), a few bright porous 
nanostructures are randomly dispersed in the dark PS matrix, indicating PLA 
domains do not form percolated nanostructures even in ≈ 100 nm microtomed 
thin films. In high PLA content region (ωPLA ≥ 0.65), removal of PLA domain 
generates pores but leads to larger length scale structures (> 100 nm) due to 
pore collapse. Although collapse of porous structures does not preserve the PS 
matrix, we can still observe some ordered lamellar nanostructures from TEM 
images. Porous nanostructures generated from removing PLA domains are more 
clearly imaged by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), as shown in Figure 42. 
For porous sample fabricated from L_S5kL5k – 65, locally organized PS structures 
among much larger domains (> 100 nm) are observed to form lamellar 
morphologies, corresponding to the partially preserved nanostructures in as 
prepared MBCs; however in the middle region (0.4 ≤ ωPLA ≤ 0.6), uniform co-
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continuous nanoporous PS with well-defined characteristic length can be 
prepared. Compared to RECNs composed of the same strands, MBCs greatly 
benefit from the high processablity due to relative low M (< 20 kg/mol), while still 
maintaining a reasonably wide co-continuous window. 
  
Figure 43. TEM images of porous PS by selectively removing PLA domains 
within PS/PLA MBCs L_S11kL10k with different PLA weight fractions (n = 3 – 4, Đ 
= 1.8 – 2.1). Dark regions are PS domains and bright regions are pores.  
 
Figure 44. SAXS patterns of L_S11kL10k with different PLA weight fraction. Black: 
before etching. Red: after etching. 
We next increase the strand length and consider the effect of segregation 
strength by doubling the molecular weight of both PS and PLA precursors to Mn = 
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11 kg/mol and 10 kg/mol, respectively. Similarly, step polymerization using di-SH 
as the chain extender leads to randomly linked linear MBCs, L_S11kL10k, with Mn 
in the range of 35 – 43 kg/mol. Compared to L_S5kL5k, L_S11k L10k also converts 
to average block number n = 3 – 4 with similarly broad distributions of chain 
length Đ = 1.8 – 2.1. Unsurprisingly, as the PLA content is increased from ωPLA = 
0.35 to 0.7 in Figure 43, the microphase separated structures evolve from 
dispersed PLA domains, to a disordered co-continuous morphology, and finally to 
ordered cylindrical and lamella-like structure. While the trend is more or less the 
same as MBCs with lower strand M, the transition occurs at different ωPLA. For 
example, TEM image of L_S11kL10k – 40 indicates well connected nanostructures, 
but its SAXS pattern (Figure 44) show substantially different scattering profiles 
before and after etching PLA domains, suggesting incomplete percolation of PLA 
domains. Indeed, gravimetric result demonstrates that only 50% of PLA domains 
are etched in alkaline solution, confirming the partial percolation. In the middle 
region, L_S11kL10k – 45 and 50 show similar co-continuous morphologies as 
L_S5kL5k in the same composition region but possess larger d = 43 – 45 nm, as 
confirmed by TEM and SAXS; however, L_S11kL10k – 55 displays a periodic 
nanostructured morphology. From 2D TEM images, we are able to identify 
packed cylindrical and perforated lamellae structures with a characteristic length 
of ~ 40 nm. As seen in Figure 44, SAXS pattern of L_S11kL10k – 55 shows a clear 
and broad primary peak (d = 2π/q* = 43 nm) with two higher order peaks denoted 
by arrows. Although the broad higher order peaks complicate the analysis, they 
are consistent with ordered nanostructures observed in TEM images. As ωPLA is 
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increased to 0.6 or higher, lamella-like nanostructures are observed for 
L_S11kL10k – 60, 65 and 70 with increased characteristic length d = 42, 46 and 57 
nm. Interestingly, the critical ωPLA at which the nanostructure transitions from a 
disordered co-continuous to an ordered morphology decreases as the strand M 
increases. At the same time, doubling the strand M also increases the critical 
ωPLA at which nanostructures with dispersed or partially branched PLA domains 
transition to a disordered co-continuous morphology. As a result, L_S11kL10k 
occupies a narrower composition window (0.45 ≤ ωPLA ≤ 0.5) than L_S5kL5k (0.4 ≤ 
ωPLA ≤ 0.6) with co-continuous nanostructures. 
 
Figure 45. SAXS data for PS/PLA MBCs (ωPLA = 0.5) with different strands M, 
representing different segregation strength χ(NPS + NPLA) = 6, 15, 30, respectively. 
Noticeably, a distinctive SAXS pattern with a weak and broad scattering 
peak is observed for MBCs with the smallest strand M (2 kg/mol), as seen in 
Figure 45, indicating weakly microphase separated or phase mixed morphology. 
Gravimetric measurement also shows less than 1% of weight loss, revealing that 
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there is PLA chains not accessible to alkaline solution, therefore we classify 
L_S2kL2k as phase mixed copolymer. 
  
 
Figure 46. Phase diagrams of linear multi block copolymers (MBCs) and 
randomly end-linked copolymer networks (RECNs) with symmetric strand M (Mn, 
PS ≈ Mn, PLA). RECNs phase diagram is discussed in chapter 3. 
Using a Flory-Huggins parameter of χ = 0.12 at an annealing temperature 
of 150 oC,[62] the segregation strength χ(NPS + NPLA) = 6, 15 and 30 are 
calculated for L_S2kL2k, L_S5kL5k and L_S11kL10k, from which we construct a 
phase diagram describing the behavior of MBCs with symmetric strand M (Mn, PS 
≈ Mn, PLA), as shown in Figure 46. First, there is a critical microphase separation 
transition (MST), below which the segregation strength between PS and PLA is 
not strong enough to drive evident microphase separation, and above which 
MBCs self-assemble into various nanostructures as a function of M and ωPLA. As 
expected, in the middle of the phase diagram, both PS and PLA phases 
percolate through the materials and develop to disordered co-continuous 
nanostructures. On the left, PLA domains form dispersed nanostructures 
surrounded by a continuous PS matrix, while on the right ordered morphologies 
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with periodic structures are observed. The disordered co-continuous window 
widens substantially as the segregation strength decreases from 30 to 15, 
indicating that weak segregation strength close to MST drives formation of a 
disordered morphology. We attribute this effect to strong concentration 
fluctuations near the MST. As understood in diblock copolymers, concentration 
fluctuation will shift the order-disorder transition (ODT) to larger χN in the phase 
diagram, leaving a window between χN(ODT) and χN(MST), within which disordered 
morphology is stabilized due to concentration fluctuation.[159–161] Analogous to 
diblock copolymers, this concentration fluctuation effect is also observed in our 
MBCs. Specifically, we interpret that L_S5kL5k has a segregation strength slightly 
higher than χN(MST) but lower than χN(ODT), therefore showing a pronounced 
concentration fluctuation effect and stabilizing disordered co-continuous 
naostructures. However, well above χN(ODT), L_S11kL10k most likely forms ordered 
nanostructures due to the diminished concentration fluctuation. Below χN(MST), 
L_S2kL2k stays as homogeneous phase mixed state, only showing very weak 
scattering contrast in SAXS. Experimentally, disordered co-continuous 
morphologies are also reported to exist within other triblock or multiblock 
copolymers with weak segregation strength.[88,90,162,163].  
Moreover, polydispersity tends to relieve the packing frustration on curved 
interfaces, therefore promoting domains to form percolated structures.[88–93] 
Although it has also been suggested that large n in MBCs is generally required to 
frustrate the formation of regular periodic structures (it does explain the 
observation of cylindrical and lamellae-like morphology at high PLA 
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content[138,164]), we believe in our case the random block sequence, 
polydispersity and concentration fluctuation near MST all together promote MBCs 
to form disordered co-continuous nanostrucutures even with low n (< 5).[165] 
Overall, these arguments explain why our MBCs with low block number show 
wide co-continuous window near but not away from MST, while sometimes also 
form periodic structures at high PLA content.    
In comparison, crosslinked RECNs exhibit a wider co-continuous window, 
which shows little dependence on segregation strength, as seen in Figure 46. 
Moreover, periodic and ordered morphologies are not observed across the entire 
composition window in RECNs. To clarify, linear MBCs and RECNs are prepared 
using the same polymer precursor and linking chemistry under the same reaction 
condition. Therefore, we attribute the stronger tendency in RECNs to form 
disordered co-continuous structure as the highly crosslinked architectures, where 
the 4-arm junctions frustrate the formation of ordered structures, due to the high 
elastic energy penalty in polymer chains with both ends confined; however, the 
narrower co-continuous window in MBCs is at least in part offset by their 
enhanced processability. For example, the SEM image in Figure 47 shows a thin 
film of nanoporous PS fabricated from MBCs by spin coating, which is not 
possible for crosslinked RECNs. Although further experiments are required, we 
speculate that with random block sequence and high polydispersity, increasing 
the number of blocks (n) in linear MBCs will tend to further diminish long-range 
order and organize the nanostructures into disordered and co-continuous 
morphologies. 
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Figure 47. SEM image of 4 μm thick nanoporous PS monoliths fabricated by 
spin-coating L_S5kL5k – 50 from DMF, followed by removing PLA in alkaline 
solution. 
5.3.2 Branched Multiblock Copolymers 
 Adding branched structures to MBCs provides another opportunity to 
access disordered nanostructures. For example, Leibler and co-workers have 
demonstrated the formation of thermodynamically stable co-continuous 
morphologies using randomly grafted copolymers with inherent polydispersed 
strands.[166,167] In addition to block length dispersity and random block 
sequence in linear MBCs, different junctions in branched MBCs brings dispersity 
in interfacial curvature, favoring the formation of disordered nanostructures. This 
junction related interface curvature dispersity concept is discussed in chapter 
3.2.4. Here, branched MBCs are synthesized from telechelic PS and PLA using a 
mixture of di-thiol and tri-thiol as chain extender and branching unit, respectively, 
and are named as B_SMPSLMPLA – X. We control the branching fraction (tri-SH * 3) 
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/ (tri-SH * 3 + di-SH * 2) = 0.5 and stoichiometric SH / acrylate = 0.7, not only to 
achieve branched structures, but also to make sure that reaction is always below 
critical gelation point even with 100 percent conversion. Similar to linear MBCs 
L_S5kL5k, branched MBCs B_S5kL5k composed of the same strands (5k/5k) also 
show a low number of blocks, n = 3 – 4, over the composition range from ωPLA = 
0.35 to 0.75, as seen in Figure 48. In this case, on average one or two branching 
strands is estimated for our branched MBCs. 
 
Figure 48. GPC traces of branched multiblock PS/PLA copolymers, B_S5kL5k – 
35, 50 and 75 synthesized from di-acrylate functionalized telechelic PS (Mn = 5 
kg/mol) and PLA (Mn = 5.5 kg/mol) precursors. 
Slightly higher polydispersity (Đ = 2.1 – 2.9) is observed for B_S5kL5k, 
while the scattering profiles shown in Figure 49 indicate a similar morphological 
structure. First, there are three distinctive regions: (1) dispersed PLA domains in 
a continuous PS matrix when ωPLA ≤ 0.35; (2) co-continuous nanostructures 
when 0.4 ≤ ωPLA ≤ 0.6; (3) ordered lamella-like morphologies when ωPLA ≥ 0.65. 
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Second, we do not observe a qualitative difference between L_S5kL5k and 
B_S5kL5k in terms of the composition windows with co-continuous nanostructures. 
Indeed, Mays, et al. have reported that high branching density (> 5 branch 
points/chain) are generally required in branched PS/polyisoprene (PIP) to 
sufficiently frustrate the ordered morphology to form disordered 
nanostructures.[141,168,169] In this manner, it is not surprising that the low 
branching density (< 3) of branched MBCs in our case does not lead to 
differences in comparison to linear MBCs.  
 
Figure 49. SAXS patterns of B_S5kL5k with different PLA weight fraction (n = 3 – 
4, Đ = 2.1 – 2.9). Black: before etching. Red: after etching. 
Although we have attempted to achieve MBCs with both high branching 
density and high molecular weight, further increase is again limited by the 
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imperfect telechelic structures (f < 2) and low efficiency of thiol-Michael reaction. 
This explains why we could not successfully synthesize branched MBCs with 
longer di-acrylate functional PS and PLA (Mn ≈ 10 kg/mol). To provide a more 
conclusive understanding of how branching affects the packing frustration and 
the resulting disordered morphology, we will advise some directions in section 
5.3.  
 
Figure 50. d-spacing of L_S5kL5k, B_S5kL5k and RECNs_S5kL5k as a function of 
PLA weight fraction. Domain spacing of diblock copolymers (BCP) with the same 
block length is also estimated and plotted based on literature experimental 
results.[62,170–172] 
 Finally, we examine the characteristic length (d spacing) of copolymers 
with different architectures, as shown in Figure 50. All samples, including linear 
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MBCs, branched MBCs and RECNs are constituted from the same blocks, but 
they exhibit distinctive characteristic sizes. Overall, three randomly linked 
copolymers with complex architectures show d spacing larger than that of diblock 
copolymers. This observation is rationalized by random block sequence in those 
copolymers, which increases the average effective block length, hence apparent 
d spacing.[165] Interestingly, both uncrosslinked MBCs have much larger d 
spacing than highly crosslinked RECNs due to the fact that crosslinked RECNs 
experience higher elastic energy penalty of stretching and have shorter effective 
block length (statistically, RECNs have half junctions with the same strands, 
while RECNs only have 1/8 of junctions with 4 same type of strands) . 
5.3 Conclusion & Outlook 
In this chapter, easily processable linear and branched MBCs have been 
synthesized using telechelic PS and PLA as precursors and characterized with 
GPC, SAXS, TEM and SEM. Although we can only achieve MBCs with the 
average number of blocks n = 3 – 4 because step polymerization is highly 
sensitive to the imperfect telechelic structures (functionality < 2) and low 
efficiency of thiol-Michael linking chemistry, the existence of random block 
sequence and high polydispersity Đ ≈ 2 – 3 tends to frustrate the self-
organization of regular periodic structures, therefore forming disordered co-
continuous nanostructures. In addition, the pronounced concentration fluctuation 
near the MST further widens the composition window for disordered co-
continuous morphologies. Although highly crosslinked RECNs provide a more 
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robust route to co-continuous nanostructures, the melt and solution processability 
of MBCs offers offsetting advantages.  
As the effects of structural parameters of MBCs, including the number of 
blocks, block sequence, dispersity, and branching density, are still not fully 
explored, it will be important in future work to decouple these dimensions to 
elucidate the key design rules for generating co-continuous nanostructures. For 
example, click chemistry with high efficiency would help to achieve large block 
number in step polymerization, while living radical polymerization could provide 
another pathway to graft copolymers with controlled grafting density. Additionally, 
future studies on the effect of shear force on thin film morphology are not only 
important in terms of practical applications, but also interesting to help 
understand whether these disordered co-continuous nanostructures are 
thermodynamic stable or kinetically trapped.   
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Chapter 6 
SUMMARY & FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
This thesis aims to provide fundamental understandings of copolymer 
architectures designed to achieve desired co-continuous nanostructured 
materials with far-ranging applications. Our approach relies on microphase 
separation of copolymers with linear, branched and crosslinked architectures 
synthesized from telechelic polymers. The biggest advantage of this approach is 
the well-controlled and defined chemical parameters, strand length (M), strand 
polydispersity (Đ) and junction functionality (f), therefore providing some general 
and robust protocols to design co-continuous morphologies. 
In chapter 2 – 4, we focused on the formation of disordered co-continuous 
nanostructures from randomly end-linked copolymer networks (RECNs) by 
crosslinking telechelic polystyrene (PS) and poly (D,L - Lactide) (PLA) with a 
multi-functional crosslinker in homogeneously mixed solution state, followed by 
solvent removal to introduce microphase separation. Building upon the 
gravimetric, mechanical and electron microscopic analysis, the nature of 
nanostructured morphologies within PS/PLA RECNs has been studied and 
characterized, and for the first time, a phase diagram is constructed describing 
the morphology behavior as a function of volume fraction and segregation 
strength (Chapter 3). Specifically, we highlighted a critical microphase separation 
transition (6 < (χN)critical < 12), above which disordered cocontinuous 
nanostructures span over 30 vol% in the middle of the phase diagram with 
dispersed domains on the sides. Furthermore, we investigated the effects of 
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multi-dimensional parameters (M, strands asymmetry, Đ) on the morphology, 
including percolation thresholds and d-spacing. While replacing thiol-Michael with 
thiol-ene chemistry at the junction points offers an increase in the width of the co-
continuous window by 15 vol% as the average f and f variability increase, we still 
lack a clear understanding of the effects of f on the interfacial curvature and the 
formation of co-continuous nanostructures. For the future, it will be interesting to 
systematically study the effects of f by replacing tetra-thiol with tri-, penta- or 
hexa- thiol. Additionally, it will be important to incorporate simulations to help 
understand the relationships among f, volume fraction, interfacial curvature, and 
morphology. TEM tomography of co-continuous PS/PLA has been shown to 
provide a direct route to determine real-space interfacial curvatures and domain 
sizes. Comparing these results with simulation studies hopefully will offer more 
insights into the design of crosslinked copolymer networks. Although we have 
summarized a gradual morphology evolution from phase mixed to weakly phase 
separated, and finally to well phase separated from a “property viewpoint” 
segregation strength is increased, a clearer evaluation of the difference between 
concentration fluctuation and disordered phase separation is necessary. To 
understand this point, X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy can be used to 
characterize the relaxation time at a certain length scale, providing a way to 
examine the dynamic morphology behaviors.[173,174] 
The ability of the PLA phase within microphase separated RECNs to be 
selectively removed by an aqueous basic solution while the PS phase is 
essentially impenetrable, provided a robust mean to fabricate interconnected 
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nanoporous materials over a wide range of compositions (chapter 2). Pore sizes 
were tuned simply by adjusting the designed molecular weight of precursors, in 
agreement with the scaling relationship d ∼ Mn0.5, as predicted by de Gennes for 
randomly cross-linked blends[38]; however, the segregation strength necessary 
to achieve microphase separation limited the minimum pore size to 5 – 6 nm, 
corresponding to a strand molecular weight of ≈ 3 kg/mol. While future 
experiments are required to evaluate the performance of these mesoporous 
materials as ultrafiltration membranes, further reduction of pore size into the 
micropore range (< 2 nm) will be very exciting because of their fully interconnect 
porous structures and high surface area, typically 300 – 1500 m2/g. One strategy 
will be the use of B-PLA-B triblock copolymer replacing PLA strands in the 
preparation of RECNs. While the long B blocks trigger microphase separation, 
the short PLA midblock in domain B would serve as the precursor for a 
microporous structure. Although B-PLA-B triblock copolymers will not phase 
separate in the bulk state, we expect the microphase separation between domain 
A and B will force the B strands moving towards the surface of domain A, leaving 
PLA blocks in the center, therefore generating distinctive A and B domains. 
Another strategy will be to use copolymer system with high χ, for example, PDMS 
and PLA, where χ ≈ 1.[175] Moreover, as this thesis focuses on a material 
system based on PS and PLA, the porous PS materials generated are fragile, 
and cannot be used for further mechanical testing or practical applications. 
Replacing PS strands with high performance engineering materials, such as 
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polycarbonate and polysulfone, could dramatically improve the mechanical and 
thermal properties for practical applications. 
Another notable detail about the RECNs studied is that removal of PLA 
domains reduces the crosslinking density, pushing the porous PS below its gel 
point. Taking advantage of this fact, this porous PS can be used as a sacrificial 
template to fabricate co-continuous inorganic materials or polymerized ionic 
liquids (PILs) for a variety of applications in separations, catalysis, sensing, and 
energy storage.[176–179] While disordered bicontinuous morphology in RECNs 
is comparable to double gyroid morphology in BCP (both form two independent 
interconnected channels, confirmed by TEM tomogram), one big advantage of 
RECNs is the wide composition window, allowing us to prepare bicontinuous 
nanoporous materials with corresponding tunable porosities. Additionally, we can 
also potentially prepare porous membrane with pore size gradually changing 
along the film thickness. To achieve this, we will need to take advantage of the 
diffusion of short and long strands in two solutions before complete mixing. If we 
are able to kinetically trap the diffusion process using a fast end-linking chemistry 
(ie., photo initiated thiol-ene chemistry), RECNs with gradually changed strands 
length across the solution can be fabricated. 
In chapter 4, we established the fabrication of highly oriented co-
continuous structures through uniaxial stretching above the glass transition 
temperatures, followed by quenching to room temperature. The morphology 
evolution as a function of strain revealed a two-step process in which the 
domains initially undergo non-affine stretching, followed by domain rotation, 
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accompanied by the rearrangement of interfaces during deformation. Orientation 
at the nanometer scales was then found to yield substantial improvements in 
tensile strength, toughness, and stiffness. However, we still lack a fully 
understanding on the higher yield stress and stiffness of oriented RECNs than 
those of oriented single component networks. As we speculate this effect as the 
high chain orientation resulted from the oriented microphase separated structure 
in RECNs, polarized IR can provide further characterization of polymer chain 
alignments.[127] Overall, this work introduced a unique and robust method to 
achieve highly anisotropic nanostructures with complete continuity, and future 
work has the potential to expand this fundamental understanding to various 
practical applications, including photonics, energy absorption, and ion transport.  
Lastly, in chapter 5, we provided an understanding on the microphase 
separation behavior of multi-block copolymers (MBCs), prepared through step 
polymerization of telechelic PS and PLA. Accordingly, we have discovered a 
strong dependence of the width of the co-continuous window on segregation 
strength, and the width tended to span over 20 – 25 vol% only when 
concentration fluctuation dominates microphase separation close to MST. So far, 
the interplay of many chemical parameters, including number of blocks, block 
sequence, polydispersity and branching structures, still complicate the 
relationship between copolymer architectures and morphological behaviors. 
Particularly, more efforts, such as simulation studies, are needed to decouple the 
effects of those multiple variables, in order to create key rules of designing 
disordered co-continuous nanostructures from microphase separated MBCs. In 
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addition, more precise chemistry, such as living radical polymerization,[138,146] 
and efficient end-linking reactions[139,154,169] are required to create linear and 
branched MBCs with precisely-defined parameters. As for continuing to use 
telechelic macromolecules for the preparation of more complicated polymer 
architectures, it will also be necessary to explore new chemistries to customize 
and synthesize functional polymers.[180,181]. 
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